
Pierre Jnr is 
eight years old
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Newton Pembroke was happy to be home. He’d fl own back 

from his prospecting in the midlands with a buoyant heart and 

an appreciation for everything that met his eye. He landed his 

squib outside his house and, grabbing his aluminium attaché, 

sauntered inside.

‘Darlin’?’ he called.

A woman with overlapping curls of short blonde hair came 

out from the kitchen. There was fl our on her hands, forearms 

and the navy dress she was wearing. Gail was obviously 

experimenting with manual cooking again. Normally when 

Newton saw the ridiculous occupations his wife employed to 

pass the time he would sigh; today, he smiled.

‘What is it, Newton? I’m in the middle of some scones.’

‘So it would appear.’ He grinned, and came close enough to 

give her a small kiss on the cheek.

‘Despite appearances, I did not mean that literally.’ She 

liked it when he was nice to her. Not that he was ever mean 

to her; it was just that life hadn’t turned out for him as he had 

planned and he was sometimes a bit dour. She turned back to 

the kitchen and spoke over her shoulder, ‘How was your day 

then? Something has put you in a good mood.’
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‘Yes. I do seem to be in a good mood, don’t I?’ Newton’s 

search for reasons was short and ended with a shrug. ‘Nothing 

in particular, except I did come across this remarkable family 

today.’

‘Remarkable how?’ Gail was bent over a bowl of wet off-

white mixture, brow furrowed and not really listening.

‘Well, it’s hard to explain really. I was out in the midlands 

looking for acquisitions and I stopped at this farmhouse where 

a family was outside, playing.’

‘Uh huh …’ Gail nudged the story along while trying to 

understand the instructions in the recipe book beside her. She 

couldn’t tell if the mixture before her matched the description 

of what it was supposed to look like. Were her circles ‘short’?

‘Anyway, the thing is, the entire family was focused on the 

little boy. I can’t quite explain it, as it took me a moment to 

realise what was happening, but they orbited him like planets, 

bringing him food, water, or wiping his chin. He just sat on the 

grass as the others moved around him and he didn’t say a word 

the whole time I was there.’

‘Maybe he was shy.’

‘Maybe, but it was almost unnerving the way he watched 

me. He seemed a very strange little boy — intense, murky — 

but he left me with a good feeling about him. You should meet 

him.’

‘Me?’ Gail squawked. Newt sometimes had odd ideas. Why 

in the world would I want to go to the midlands to meet some 

creepy child?

‘He wants to learn to read. Didn’t you say you wanted to 

help people? Now’s your chance.’
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‘I never said I wanted to teach midland lumps.’

‘They’re not lumps. Their farm is functional, and their house 

is quaint and clean. You’d love it.’

‘I would?’ Gail was beginning to wonder what had got 

into her husband. Did he really expect her to squib out to the 

midlands to teach a lump the alphabet? ‘Really, dear, I’m not 

sure.’

‘Trust me. Tell me you’ll go. What if I went with you?’

‘Well, maybe.’

He nodded with pleasure, so glad that he had made her 

agree. Gail looked down at her hands and began scraping the 

mixture off her fi ngers. She had lost the impetus to cook.

It was, as they say, only ‘a hop and a squib’ to get to the midlands. 

The Pembrokes lived in old Tennessee, just on the edge of the 

metropolitan area, and the squib needed a quick recharging to 

make the distance. The midlands were the unprotected zones 

between the two weather-controlled areas of the east and west 

coasts, where the big farms used to be. Now, any farms that 

still existed struggled with temperamental grazing lands and 

scattered herds. Making a living out here was a risky — some 

might say unnecessary — pursuit for throwbacks and reclusives.

Husband and wife spoke very little during the journey; she 

had become used to him having notions and found that the 

best way to deal with them was simply to let him tire himself 

out. Why it had to involve her, she had no idea, but she was 

happy when they began descending toward a double-storey 

whiteboard house. At least now her husband’s fascination 

might be explained.
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They landed on a patch of previously fl attened dry grass. 

The squib doors opened and Gail stepped outside. It’s often 

hot in the midlands, she thought, and she raised her hand to 

protect her eyes. When it wasn’t hot, it was typically raining 

and being decimated by twisters. The midlands took the brunt 

of the weather’s extremes.

‘Come on, Newt, let’s get this over with. Newt?’ She turned 

around to fi nd him slumped over the dashboard. ‘What are 

you doing?’ She leant in and shook his shoulder. ‘Newt?’ In 

alarm she clambered back inside and felt for his pulse. He was 

alive, but unwakeable. She pushed him back into his seat and 

ordered, ‘Computer, patch me into Services, quickly.’

There was no response. All the power seemed to have 

drained from the vehicle. Gail screamed in frustration and 

panic. After a fi nal ineffective shake of her husband, she rushed 

into the house, calling for help, but received no answer.

Her eyes adjusted slowly to the darkness inside, diminished 

only by the dry light pushing through the brown curtains into 

the haze. The place was like a museum, one dedicated to the 

poverty of a previous century, and she sniffed at the baked air 

and the smell of degrading synthetics.

Her next call for help caught in her throat as she recognised 

shapes in the room: a man lying on the fl oor, a pair of children 

folded over the arms of a giant settee, a woman slumped in 

the doorway to the dining room as if she’d become exhausted 

trying to push the doors closed. They were alive, breathing 

dully, like Newton, but fl opped carelessly about like dirty 

laundry.

‘I am glad you came.’
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A voice from behind made Gail jump. It was a boy about 

eight years old, obviously the one her husband had spoken of. 

‘What’s wrong with everyone?’ she asked.

‘Nothing is wrong. Do not be afraid.’

Newton never mentioned the size of the boy’s head. She 

was surprised he could stand up straight. ‘My husband has 

collapsed. I need help.’

‘It is okay. I understand.’ He didn’t speak like a little boy. 

His diction was immaculate with a confi dence bordering on 

arrogance. ‘They are just asleep. It is good to let them sleep 

when you are not using them.’

Though she looked at him from above, it seemed that he 

was beginning to tower over her. She was in his shadow and 

he tilted his eyes down upon her. His lips pulled back as if 

smiling. She was terrifi ed and then her fear was slipping from 

her as though a drug was calming her, stripping her emotions 

while keeping her conscious, and she knew that it was because 

of him, and it was good that it was him. He was inside her 

head, where she wanted her darling little boy to be.

She reached down and he reached up, their hands meeting 

with a friendly squeeze. ‘Am I your mother now?’ Gail asked.

‘Yes. You shall take care of me and show me the world.’

‘I love you, Pierre.’

‘I love you too, Mother.’
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Peter Lazarus checked into a sweetheart motel with a minimum 

stay of fi fteen minutes. The room was a polyplastic reformable, 

a self-contained unit of pull-out benches, bed and bathroom, 

washed down and sterilised after every visit.

He folded his legs beneath him on the bed and calmed his 

thoughts. He was used to such places and, as voyeuristic as 

they may have seemed to other telepaths, the good thing about 

sweetheart motels was that people kept to themselves and 

didn’t ask questions. It was one of the only places a man like 

him could hide. 

The walls might block out the sounds in the other rooms, 

but nothing could protect him from the mental gyrations in the 

sex lives of others. In the cube of his room he couldn’t help but 

read the thoughts of the people around him.

On the fl oor above there were three couples within his range, 

plus another man who was sitting alone. On either side of him 

was a ménage à trois and a room being cleaned. Below, a woman 

slept while her lover spoke with his wife. The trysts of the masses 

were enacted time and again in these boxes, the saga of the ages, 

the ebb and fl ow of lust. Pete sighed and thought how nice it 

would be to sit in this room without picking up the thoughts 

around him. It was built for silence, but not the silence he needed.
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Pete had grown up in this area until he was thirteen; a bay 

in the west coast megapolis. He’d taken the north-south tracks 

to get here, wanting his last day of freedom to be by the seaside. 

The tracks were the former Serviceman route that was opened 

to the public when the weather went haywire a century ago, an 

underground series of moving walkways that could take you 

across the city in as much, or as little, time as you wanted it to 

take.

Pete liked the tracks. They were dimly lit, surrounded by 

subterranean piping and pulsing with a steady stream of 

bouncing walkers. The articulated path clicked regularly 

over certain joins … thck thck thck thck. Fading closer, then 

diminishing as he overtook them and moved on. The passing 

murmur of thoughts lapped over him, too quickly for him to 

discern clearly. Pete was happy.

On his way out from the motel, Pete swiped his carte 

through the auto-clerk, paying forward for the whole night. 

He was spending big and had chosen this particular sweetheart 

motel for being across the road from the beach and just a short 

walk from the expensive French restaurant that had become his 

traditional place for last meals.

This was his third visit to La Nouvelle Maison. From the 

outside it was a small peach-walled block in the shadow of 

the window-dotted towers that built up like a mountain range 

behind. The owners had furnished the inside with any wooden 

furniture they could get their hands on. The slab walls were 

covered in fl ocked wallpaper, divided with heavy curtains that 

implied there were windows behind them. The hum and slur of 

the city were successfully blocked and replaced with the tinker 
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of plates and cutlery and wisps of discreet conversation. Pete 

chose the duck and a carménère vintage that was distinctly 

outside his normal budget.

His fi rst visit had been when he was thirteen, before they 

took him to the psi-camps. His father wasn’t a bad man, he 

continued to remind himself; they had both known Pete would 

be taken the next day. His father because he had arranged 

it and Pete because … well, because of what he was. It was 

an odd repetition of events for him, actively leading himself 

through the same steps that would result in his renewed 

incarceration.

The wine had depth and the duck was luscious with fl avour. 

The gratin potatoes were made with convincing butter.

All his life he’d shunned the thoughts of others, overwhelmed 

by the range and breadth of what was truly on people’s minds. 

The alcohol played its part, but he was unusually tranquil and 

let the pandemonium walk and dance around him, seeing but 

not looking, hearing but not listening. He knew it was unfair, 

the way things were for psis, but, on the other hand, being a 

telepath made it easy for him to understand what Services had 

to worry about; if he was more malicious than he was, they 

would be right to impose their strictures.

There was an estimated population of ten thousand psis 

worldwide, although it was unclear to him what data this was 

based on. Of these, some were cured and the others were sent 

to the islands. A very few found the cracks and escaped the 

prescribed fates.

For dessert he had a selection of cheeses. It was all rather 

delicious, which was as it should be for a last meal.
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Pete stared at the empty chair across from him. It seemed as 

though a barrier was coming down in his mind. Now that he 

had decided to turn himself in, the closer the moment came the 

more it seemed his life of hiding was someone else’s life, and 

another him was now returning … the world he knew as a boy, 

before it changed so suddenly.

Then he thought of his sister. He had seen her born. Had 

held her that very fi rst night and they’d known each other. 

Instantly.

He had only seen her two times after that. Once when she 

needed him and once when he found her too late. The memory 

made him angry. The fi rst time he knew her. The second time he 

knew it wasn’t her. The last morsels of his meal lost their fl avour.

He thought momentarily about fi nding a partner for the night, 

but he wasn’t very good at ignoring another’s thoughts mid-coitus 

and it was all rather unappealing. Instead he returned to his 

room, took a double dose of dreamers and lay back. Thoughts, 

emotions and dilemmas swallowed him whole and he fell asleep.

The next morning Pete Lazarus woke and walked to the beach 

for one last swim before turning himself in.

The water was too cold for most swimmers, and only a few 

women dotted the beach to catch the early sun. They were 

sleepy under the warmth so their thoughts were peaceful to him, 

except for one lady with overlarge sunglasses who watched 

him approach the waves, her thoughts too tawdry for his liking.

The day was bright, the million refl ections brighter. In the 

shallows small waves wet and re-wet the sand, sucking the 

ground from under his feet and sinking him centimetre by 
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centimetre into the beach. It had been a while since he had 

last swum, and the sight of a pontoon in the middle of the bay 

called to him. It wasn’t too far.

The waves pushed back at him. Crisp coolness and the 

potent sunlight energised his muscles. He clambered onto the 

old planks and air-dried while watching the horizon move up 

and down with the swell.

The ocean glittered. The sun and wind were hitting the 

waves, creating a shimmer that blinded if stared at for too long. 

Pete closed his eyes and lay back, letting the waves roll him up 

and down and the light imprint striking red patterns through 

his eyelids.

He could hardly hear the people on the beach now, nor their 

thoughts, for which he was grateful. This could well be the last 

moment of peace he would ever know.

The fi rst problem was proving his Citizenship, which Pete 

refused to do. That would trigger a lockdown before he could 

get out the words he needed them to hear.

‘I would like to see Lieutenant Baumer, at his convenience,’ 

was all he would say.

‘On what business?’

‘For now I will keep that private.’

‘As you wish,’ the ugly man sneered. 

Pete was more familiar with small minds than most, and 

this man was a typical example. Typical to Services and typical 

to humanity at large.

It was his right as a Citizen to request an audience with the 

commanding offi cer, in this case Senior Lieutenant Baumer. 
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The choice of offi ces for his surrender was not an arbitrary 

affair and he’d settled on this particular bureau after probing 

half the Servicemen of the city. The last thing he wanted was a 

hothead; what he wanted was a man like the Lieutenant.

Nobody but a telepath could know that Baumer had 

unspoken sympathies for psis — his mother had been 

persecuted for some minor talent — but he was also a rigid 

offi cer who followed regulations and that was precisely what 

Pete was counting on.

There was, of course, no privacy possible in this building. 

Services offi ces were permanently under surveillance, as were 

all public areas, and refusing to reveal his business as he had 

done was one sure way of fl agging himself for closer attention, 

thus the offi cer’s sneer.

Behind him a younger man, straight of back, uniform buttoned 

and wired to regulation, opened a door and invited Pete through 

to a closed room. Baumer had a casual and confi dent manner, 

despite beginning an interview that had instant complications. 

They sat across an empty table, wondering about the other.

People like Baumer were essential to Services. Without 

men and women who could relate to the public, resentment 

would quickly build against the institution. Pete suspected the 

Lieutenant had some of his mother’s empathy and might be 

able to sense that he had come in peace. Or so he hoped.

‘I am obliged to tell you this interview is being actively 

monitored.’

‘I understand. Thank you, Lieutenant Baumer.’

The young man raised an eyebrow at the use of his name 

without any formal introduction. ‘We are having some trouble 
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with your records, sir. Can you explain why this might be, and 

please begin by stating your name for the record.’

‘What’s in a name?’ Pete teased. The Lieutenant put on a 

professional not-amused expression, though Pete knew he was 

a little entertained by the answer. ‘I have many names.’

‘You are a Citizen?’

‘I have been.’

‘But one who won’t reveal his identity. You understand that 

I must treat you as a non-Citizen?’

‘Of course.’ Pete paused to read over Baumer’s mind; the 

Lieutenant was listening to the remote communications of his 

superiors while keeping his eyes locked onto Pete’s. He was 

being ordered to gather more information and advised that the 

status of the interview had been raised another level. ‘Before I 

begin, I have a request.’

‘A man with no clear identity does not have the rights of a 

Citizen, sir.’

‘It is a small request, in light of the fact that I have come 

to you of my own free will, am not hostile and, if required, 

will freely accept any restraints you deem necessary. I also 

understand that any rights I have as a Citizen will be revoked 

once I reveal myself.’

‘This interview has been regraded.’ Baumer repeated the 

words as if wired straight to his lips. This meant more people 

were watching the interview. Underneath he was becoming 

worried and was pondering the need to order a facility lockdown. 

‘You are offering yourself into custody? For what crimes?’

‘No crimes.’ Pete swallowed. ‘I have committed no harmful 

acts. I am here to offer my services.’
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‘What is your name, sir?’ the Lieutenant demanded.

Pete for a moment didn’t answer. The small room suddenly 

felt smaller as it hermetically sealed itself and the air-

conditioning closed off. They were preparing to gas him and 

the Lieutenant both; they were simply waiting for confi rmation 

of their computed suspicions.

‘My name is Peter Lazarus, Citizen W4 3358Q AG210385 

of Los Angeles.’ He heard the disapproving hiss of venting gas. 

‘I have come to help in the hunt for —’ He looked at Baumer’s 

alarmed and rapidly drooping eyes. His voice became wet, lips 

nearly too heavy to release the words, ‘Pierre Jnr.’

The Lieutenant slumped in his chair as if his soul had oozed 

out through his feet. Pete imagined he must look the same 

before his head fell back and he passed out.

Pierre stood on a stool to be measured and let the tailor waiting 

at his feet see the real him. He didn’t often reveal himself, 

instead keeping an image in watchers’ minds of a normal eight-

year-old boy. It was what they expected to see, so it was quite 

easy for him to do. Now he stood bared, not naked by literal 

defi nitions, but naked for him, refl ected in the tall mirrors that 

stood en garde around the walls.

He tipped his head towards the balding tailor at his feet, 

who looked up at him with the stiffness of awe and fear, 

mesmerised by the monstrous head and the tatty hair that was 

unable to cover the lively streaks around Pierre’s skull. Am I 

such a fearsome sight?

Pierre put a soft hand on the man’s pate and placatingly 

stroked the surviving white hair. ‘You may start.’ He smiled.
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does not exist
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Pete awoke under a mask. He knew what it was, though he’d never 

been under one before. Masks were used to keep prisoners and 

patients unconscious and obedient. He blinked under the opaque 

face-plate as it depressurised from his face with a stiff sigh.

One by one his senses slowly returned to him. His ears told 

him he was in a large open space. They also told him it sounded 

dark, but he put this down to a minor synaesthesia caused by 

the fading intoxications.

Sight was the last sense to return to him. Blinking to clear 

his eyes, Pete saw an old man in uniform snoring softly in a 

leather armchair across from him. An enormous moustache of 

white and ginger rose and fell with the dry snores, matched in 

magnifi cence only by an equally daring pair of eyebrows.

Attempting to move, Pete found himself bound to his chair, 

which was secured to the fl oor. Around him a line of servitors 

lit up at his struggle, tracking his every move with ominously 

steady weapons. He was square in the middle of an empty 

pre-slab hangar, the fl oor and walls composed entirely of 

reconstituted stone hexagons that tiled out forty paces in each 

direction. The space echoed with the tracking adjustments of 

the robot gendarmes that lined each wall. He wondered if they 

had built this prison just for him.
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Oh, well, it was to be expected. Pete forced himself to relax. 

He was, after all, a wanted fugitive, a dreaded psi; he could 

hardly blame them for their precautions.

He coughed politely and the snores ceased. Silently the 

origami of the Serviceman’s eyelids folded in and watery eyes 

peered through the eyebrow canopy.

‘Yes?’ the old man said.

‘Where am I?’ Pete asked, fi nding himself too drowsy to tap 

into the man’s thoughts.

‘I could ask you the same thing,’ the old man objected, 

straightening in his seat and looking around him. Slowly he 

nodded and stroked his facial hair as if it was a pet that required 

comforting. ‘Ah, yes, I remember now. We’re in isolation.’

‘I can see that. Who are you?’

‘No point getting tetchy with me, boy.’

Pete was at last confused. Nobody had called him ‘boy’ 

for thirty years. This wasn’t exactly how he thought Services 

would react to his submission.

‘I am Colonel Abercrombie Pinter, and the Will has assigned 

me as your intermediary. Aren’t you meant to be a mind-reader?’

‘I’m still a little drugged,’ Pete defended himself. Now he 

understood. They were putting a retired inconsequential in 

charge of him, so as not to risk the mind of anyone important. 

Damn it. It would have been better to have had a remote as his 

case-worker. ‘What do they intend to do with me?’

‘I am quite sure you would know more than I do. The 

request only came through last night, and most of that time 

I’ve spent asleep. I haven’t even had any breakfast yet. Are you 

hungry?’
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‘Yes,’ Pete responded, his stomach momentarily taking over 

his priorities. ‘Thank you.’

The Colonel stood and walked to the farthest wall, where 

a servitor stepped forward with two trays. It was curious that 

they had chosen this method. Why an old man? And why is he 

only half-wired? Is he too old, or is it another precaution?

They ate a typical Serviceman breakfast: rashers of bacon, an 

orange mash of some sort and an eggy goo spiced with extra 

nutrition.

‘Tell me more about yourself. What do you do as a psi? To 

make a living, I mean.’

‘I work as an investigator mostly.’

‘Do your clients know what you are?’

Pete declined to answer. Of course they didn’t; he wasn’t 

that kind of person. It was well known that only Advocates 

and casinos made overt use of telepaths, siphoning the thoughts 

of others for their own exploitation. ‘I’m not what you think.’

‘Well, you would know.’

Pete tried again to feel the other man’s thoughts, but he was 

still foggy. The Colonel looked friendly but presented himself 

as standoffi sh, and everything he said seemed tinged with 

something else. Humour? Sadism? Pete was so reliant on being 

able to probe people’s minds, body language and tone were 

almost a mystery to him.

‘Tell me, Mister Lazarus. What is it about this Pierre Jnr 

that has made you change sides?’

‘There are no “sides”, Colonel. Only the non-psis have 

created this opposition.’
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‘If you say so, my boy.’

‘I do.’ He bristled at the amusement the old man hid beneath 

his moustache, but Pete hadn’t come here to talk about the psi 

problem. He wouldn’t let that distract him.

‘You were saying …?’ Pinter motioned with the chunk 

of bread he was using to garner the last of the goo from his 

plate.

‘Colonel, do you realise what Pierre Jnr has become to a lot 

of psis?’

‘I’m sure I don’t.’

‘What exactly are your qualifi cations? Why did they choose 

you?’

‘Until last night I was retired. At the moment, I am the limit 

of what Services will risk on your offer.’

‘How does that make you feel?’

‘Son, when you’re in Services you serve. This isn’t the worst 

tack I’ve been assigned.’ Pete could tell when the Colonel was 

being remotely instructed; his ripostes trickled out more slowly 

to cover his distraction. ‘Go on. Tell me more about Pierre and 

the psis.’

‘Psis are an oppressed people — you’d agree with that, 

wouldn’t you? It’s illegal to exercise our capabilities. Suspect 

children are sent to camps to make sure they are “clean”.’

‘Facts,’ the Colonel agreed, paying more interest to a cigar 

he had taken from his pocket.

‘Well, when a psychic of Pierre’s capabilities escapes the 

authorities and goes into hiding, what do you think happens? 

He’s become mythic. The psis are looking for a leader and he’s 

the prime candidate.’
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‘So why are you here and not with him?’

‘Because he’s not a saviour. He’s just a boy who uses people 

like toys. He doesn’t know what he’s doing. I’ve seen what he 

does to people.’

‘What do you mean? You’ve had contact with him?’ The 

Colonel’s rushed question came straight from the hierarchy.

‘Not directly. I’ve just seen the results.’

‘Explain.’

‘It may be hard for a norm to understand, and I myself 

might have missed it if I wasn’t already familiar with her mind 

before, but somehow she was … rewired. She didn’t think in 

the same way, and parts of her memory had been deleted.’

‘You use the machine analogy then?’

‘Sometimes. Sometimes it is like that. Each person has 

recognisable patterns you can learn. Consciousness is 

sometimes like a point, a moving beacon. Sometimes there are 

multiple points of consciousness or it can be like electricity in 

clouds. I knew this person well, and she was changed. It was a 

lobotomy, Colonel.’

‘Hmm. So who was this person?’

‘My sister.’

‘Your sister … There is no record of a sister in your fi les.’

‘No. I had the information redacted. She only died two 

months ago.’

‘She was like you?’

‘In some ways, yes.’

‘How did you manage to erase all record of her?’

‘There are ways.’

‘Do we have any way of verifying your claim?’
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‘I hope not,’ Pete answered.

The Colonel smoked his cigar for a moment. Amused. ‘So, 

what happened to her?’

‘She killed herself.’

‘That’s not unusual with you people, is it?’

‘No.’ Pete swallowed that one. ‘This was murder.’

‘Murder by suicide?’

‘That’s the kind of thing Pierre Jnr is. He’s not a part of 

humanity; he grew too fast. We are like toys to him and he 

is the greatest threat to our civilisation there has ever been.’ 

Pete stared straight across; the old man stared back calmly. 

Underneath he was sceptical. ‘Can they hear me direct?’

Pinter nodded. ‘They are listening.’

‘Well, why don’t you and they have a moment to yourselves? 

I’ll walk over here, the guns can point at me, and you can reach 

a decision.’

‘That’s not necessary, Mister Lazarus.’

‘Damn it, Pinter, I came in of my own free will. What more 

can I do?’

‘If you can calm yourself a moment longer, please,’ the 

Colonel admonished gently, the corners of his lips tilting 

toward humour. ‘What I was soon to say was that the decision 

of what to do with you was made long before I even arrived. 

You and I are merely having a conversation, getting to know 

each other as we await a delivery. It shouldn’t be long.’

Pete looked across the table at the faded fl ecky eyes and peered 

into what was about to happen. A symbiot lock. He felt the old 

man’s pity, though he could see no refl ection of it on the outside.

‘Okay.’ Pete swallowed.
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‘Spoken as if you have a choice.’ The smile that had been so 

long waiting on the dried-out lips broke open. ‘In the meantime, 

we could practise ending our sentences with “Colonel”.’

‘I apologise. Colonel. I am not used to respecting Serviceman 

ranks.’

‘Something you should master.’

‘May I ask who the man in your head is? The one coming 

with the bot.’

‘I’ve never met him. He’s a weaver, and will be part of your 

team.’

‘That much I know. Services’ best.’

‘We’re not going to get along very well if you can’t have a 

conversation like a normal person.’

Pete blinked. ‘I apologise. I’m nervous.’

‘I can see that.’ The Colonel nodded. ‘Is it the bot?’

‘A bit of that. I’ve also got thirty death sentences aimed at 

my head.’

Pinter shrugged. ‘They can’t trust you. The botlock is the 

simplest fi x.’

‘They can trust me.’

‘As you trust them?’ The white eyebrows rose once more. 

‘Services doesn’t work on trust, Mister Lazarus. Let’s pause 

for a moment and look at these recent events from the 

establishment side. The problem is that we don’t know why 

you’re doing this. You say it is revenge, but we have no evidence 

of the crime you say has been committed. You claim a sense of 

duty, to protect a society that excludes you and your kind. You 

can speak as openly and honestly as you like, but either way 

you are untrusted and, so, we need some insurance.’
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‘Then I guess there are no choices for either of us.’

The Colonel laughed. ‘Yes, well done.’

Pete looked above the old man’s epaulets to see the large 

metal doors easing open for a tall, well-shouldered silhouette 

with a suitcase.

A table was brought and placed before Peter and the tall 

bearded man. Geof Ozenbach, Pete tapped from the Colonel. 

Services bred. A sequence baby that even a DNA test couldn’t 

match to a mother. Surprisingly, for a man whose life was so 

prescribed, he seemed good-humoured and unconcerned about 

his current assignment.

Geof set down the anodised box and held his thumb to the 

locking plate until it recognised him and clicked open. The top 

of the case divided and receded to reveal what looked at fi rst to 

be a sleeping black-skinned lizard.

The weaver reached in and gently lifted the thing out with 

both hands. It looked heavy, gravity dragging its shape over his 

fi ngers. He had to keep moving it from hand to hand to stop it 

gaining a grip.

‘Hold out your arm.’ Pete hesitated and the big man smiled 

gently. ‘It’s not as bad as you think. He’s friendly, see? Really, 

there is nothing to be afraid of.’

‘Get it over with and we can proceed,’ Colonel Pinter drilled 

placidly.

‘Once it’s on me —’ Pete cut himself off. It would crawl 

inside him and Services would be able to track him forever, 

know everything he did or said. He had been free so long … 

Once it was on him, it was fi nal; he wouldn’t be able to remove 

it without killing himself. ‘No, you’re right. I made this choice 
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already.’ Slowly he lowered his arm to the table and rolled back 

his sleeve. Geof laid the machine down on his skin like a chef 

handling a fi ne cut of meat. It felt cool and smooth. A snake 

on his arm. Even as Geof moved his hands away, it slumped 

down, adding so much weight that Pete wasn’t sure he could 

lift his arm.

‘He’s sleepy now, but he’ll warm up as he goes. Just relax and 

let him do his thing,’ Geof said in a soothing tone. ‘Symbiots 

work with you and they’ll never go deeper than you’re able.’

Pete had never had a symbiot, but he knew all about them — 

that’s why he feared them. Having a symbiot was like having 

a second brain, one permanently connected to the Weave, and 

everyone of age wore one, but it also meant Services would 

always know where he was and could use the symbiot against 

him. The one he was being fi tted with was specially designed 

for suspects like him and could torture or kill if instructed to 

do so. He shivered as the scales spread, reinforcing his bondage 

a millimetre at a time.

Symbiots absorb energy from the bodies they are attached to: 

from the warmth, the beat of the pulse and the nutrients in the 

bloodstream. By this time tomorrow Pete’s would have settled 

in, a new skin encasing his arm and shoulder. And gradually, 

as Geof explained, it would begin working with Pete’s brain, 

tuning itself to the subtle signals until it could read it and then 

communicate with it. If Pete wondered what the time was, 

his symbiot would know and could present it screened on his 

wrist or in overlay on his vision. If Pete needed to calculate the 

volume of a swimming pool or count the people on a street, the 

symbiot would know, and then he would know. Apparently, or 
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at least, as advertised, it would become a true extension of the 

mind, so that the bearer could perceive no distinction.

Pete was somewhat comforted by the obvious affection 

the big man had for the thing. He was the type who had been 

connected to a symbiot all his life. For him it was as natural as 

breathing, or growing a beard.

Pale red numbers were displayed along the skin of the bot, 

and Pete realised it was giving him the time: 10.13 a.m.

‘Right.’ Geof clapped his hands. ‘Have you two eaten 

already?’

Geof refused the Serviceman’s breakfast and insisted they fi nd 

a real meal. Now that Pete was locked to a symbiot, there was 

nowhere in the world he could go without Services knowing 

about it. After a meander in a squib, they ended up at a franchise 

Geof was fond of for its paisley decor and generous helpings.

‘Pete, when it comes to keeping your energy up for your new 

beast, think fl apjacks and syrup. You can always tell a weaver 

from what they eat for breakfast.’ The man had a likeable 

manner, and Pete relaxed. The situation wasn’t as oppressive as 

it had seemed.

Geof ordered not only a triple serve of pancakes but also 

a steady stream of side-orders that soon dammed up on 

the tabletop. Though Pete’s new colleague was built like a 

nineteenth-century lumberjack, the amount of food he’d 

consumed and the amount still on the table before him was 

intimidating. Pete could only lift one arm, and the constant 

reminder of the crawling bot took away his appetite. ‘How can 

you eat that much?’
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‘I’m eating for two,’ Geof laughed, tapping the crust of the 

symbiot that reached up from the neck of his shirt. ‘You’ll fi nd 

you need to eat more as well, though yours is a fair bit smaller 

than mine.’

Stuffi ng one last forkful of pancakes into his mouth, he 

stood up and lifted his shirt to reveal his back. It was all bot. 

A two-inch layer of matt black lamella disappeared into his 

trousers and stretched over his shoulders, triceps and the rear 

hemisphere of his head.

Can you hear me? Geof thought to himself.

Pete nodded.

But you can’t project?

If there is need.

‘So you’re not just a tapper then. Still …’ Geof hesitated, 

thinking in the way that weavers do, their thoughts travelling 

along the world’s information channels before returning to 

the brain. ‘I’m not quite sure why you’re considered to be so 

dangerous.’

Pete watched Geof fi nish his second plate of pancakes, 

folding syrupy loads into his mouth and wiping the dish clean 

with his fi nger before leaning back and dabbing at the syrup on 

his beard with a napkin. 

‘Well, let’s get this over with then. You dive in while I digest 

a moment.’

‘I’m sorry?’

‘Come on. We’re going to work together, aren’t we? You’re 

going to tap my brain sooner or later, I imagine, so let’s make 

you sure that I’m not keeping any secrets from you. We need to 

trust each other.’
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Geof reclined, catching the sunlight across his face and 

relaxing himself for Pete to explore his mind. Pete had never 

encountered someone so blasé about having his or her brain 

tapped. It was unsettling, but he leant forward and concentrated 

on the buzz of the big man’s mind.

‘Where were you born?’ A question that usually took 

someone back to their childhood. The earliest memory Pete 

could see was of a simple white building, tucked into a foothill 

covered in conifer trees; similar housing was scattered nearby.

‘I don’t know. I grew up in Yellowstone. I wasn’t born 

there, but I don’t remember anywhere before then.’ The white 

building was part of a Services cluster, hothousing weavers in 

a competitive environment. ‘Science was my mother and the 

Services my father. That’s what we were taught.’

‘But you still had a mother and father?’

‘No, not really. The zygote I once was would have been 

generations beyond the original sperm and egg, and each step 

would have been resequenced. If you go by genetics alone, I 

don’t have any relatives.’

‘One of a kind then?’

‘Probably not that either.’

Geof Ozenbach had been working in the data for the last 

thirteen years, seeking and developing ways to interpret the 

mountains of information that circulated the Weave, especially 

investigating methods to detect psis and other off-gridders. He 

was currently the most qualifi ed weaver to work with Pete on 

fi nding Earth’s most wanted child.

‘How can you detect a psi through the Weave?’ Pete 

prompted. Even though Geof’s mind was extremely well 
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ordered, it always helped when tapping to usher people to think 

about what you needed them to. Otherwise you would have to 

become actively invasive, which was painful for the victim and 

somewhat risky for the interrogator.

Terms and concepts fl oated up that Pete couldn’t understand. 

Anomalies, breaches, greys, patches, black holes … direct 

detection.

‘I might have to get you to explain those better for me.’

‘Another time. These aren’t exact sciences, mere theory. But 

the World Union is always pushing for Parity and one of their 

reasons is to get rid of the places psis can hide.’ Geof smirked. 

It would do no good. There may be gaps in the Weave for 

people to hide, but that also means we know where to look. 

Parity would get rid of the grey areas, maybe scoop up the 

lesser psis, but the big fi sh would go into deeper hiding. Real 

threats always fi nd a way, and the strongest psis could just use 

surrogates to avoid directly using the Weave. Pushing them to 

extremes will only make them more powerful.

‘You’re an interesting man.’

‘I’m glad you think so.’

In a strange parallel to Pete’s probing, Geof was mining the 

available data on his new colleague, scanning the offi cial and 

unoffi cial records regarding the non-Citizen Peter Lazarus. Pete 

observed this process with some fascination, not only a little 

shocked at the speed with which Geof processed the stream, 

but also at the content. He’d never known how close Services 

had come to capturing him.

Geof broke his concentration. ‘I still can’t see why you’re 

ranked at the threat level you are, Pete. No offence, but you’re 
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just a reader who hasn’t even attempted any manipulation for 

personal …’ Geof’s voice trailed off as he fi gured it out. Pete 

was tagged as an alpha-type, a born leader.

‘I have no intention —’

‘Of course not.’

Pete smiled. ‘Isn’t there a contradiction at work when 

we don’t wish our enemies to share the very traits we deem 

valuable?’

You’re not my enemy. Geof thought these words three times 

to make sure Pete received the message. Out loud, he covered, 

‘Let me show you what I’ve been working on.’

Geof’s vision went in and out of focus as he concentrated; 

whenever he was immersed in the Weave, he glazed over as 

if probing an old memory. When talking to Pete, he fl icked 

between watching what was before him and visualising the 

data fl owing from his symbiot. Of course, he could still see 

what was before his eyes, but it was peripheral. As his gaze 

focused and defocused, datastreams bounced to Pete’s symb, 

crowding into a reading pile.

‘You see, in the Weave there are anomalies and then there 

are abnormalities. Anomalies we get used to, they’re patterns 

we see again and again. Some we can identify, others not, but 

we’re used to them. Abnormalities, though, are more kinky. 

They are sporadic and spiky. You understand me?’

‘I’m trying to.’ Pete fl oated over Geof’s inner eye, but only 

saw images of digital sunsets and wire-frame landscapes. ‘I 

don’t understand what I’m seeing.’

‘I’m showing you some common visualisations. You can 

do anything with data. Most of our information is number-
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based, or we can attribute values along any parameters we like 

and in this way create an image that we can then adjust with 

fi lters and tweaking until patterns emerge. There’s too much 

data to search the Weave by hand, so we have to use different 

techniques to get overviews that react usefully to the fl ow of 

information. You with me yet?’

The look on Pete’s face was enough for him to continue.

‘Okay, graphs are a simplistic data visualisation, and that’s 

where it starts — ways to compare data that work with our 

innate bias toward visual stimuli. Like we use the analogy of 

the Weave for the combined Earth networks because we can 

only understand it that way. Strands of information that go 

from one point to another. They overlap. They interact. But 

it’s not woven — that implies a neatness that doesn’t exist 

on any level. When we add in all available information, it 

becomes a visual mess we can’t possibly interpret, but by using 

abstractions we can turn the data into something we can see. 

We set conditions to limit the data and calibrate different 

patterns into focus. That’s only part one. After you’ve found a 

pattern, then you have to fi gure out what it is that’s going on, 

whether it’s spending patterns, weather impacts or an amusing 

joke that’s being passed around. A lot of the time the patterns 

are unidentifi able.’

‘You’ve lost me.’

‘It’s not important. This is what I do. It’d help you to 

understand, but, then again, I don’t understand what you do.’

‘I feel there may be some similarities.’

‘Let’s talk about you,’ Geof suggested, while ordering 

milkshakes for them both. ‘Natural-born psionic, son of a 
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Services Sergeant … lived without confi rmed suspicion until 

the age of thirteen. When did you start questioning?’

‘When I was eight. I kept hearing others’ suspicions about 

me, in my head. Eventually I had to wonder if they were 

right.’

‘So you were in limbo for over four years?’

‘What do you mean?’

‘That’s what we call the time between when Services suspect 

a Citizen and when the subjects themselves suspect. You were 

on your own there for a fair while.’ What changed between 

you and the world in that time?

‘How long do most last?’

‘Hours mostly. They start giving themselves away pretty 

quickly.’

‘Are we …?’ Pete paused, a little reluctant to ask. ‘Are we 

talking about what I think we’re talking about?’

‘You’re the psychic.’

Pete leafed through the pages of Geof’s mind, watching story 

after story of boys and girls caught out receiving extra desserts 

without asking, and benefi cial, sometimes harmless, accidents 

befalling those around them. ‘This is how you catch us? Hunt 

us down? I don’t know how you live with yourself.’

You know exactly how I live with myself. ‘I’m not the one 

who brings them in at least. You can look forward to that one.’ 

She’s a humdinger.

‘Great.’

‘Who did you think they’d send, Pete? If you thought you’d 

get the Flies With Honey Brigade, you should have thought 

harder. Services is amuck, my friend. Normally you’d be 
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botbolted and dropped on the islands. The fact that you’re not 

says they’re willing to accept help, even from you.’

Of their third team member, who was fi nishing up her 

current assignment in Omskya, STOC, Pete gathered little 

information. His symb revealed no record of her, Pinter knew 

her only as the top anti-psi operative and Geof had only ever 

worked with her by proxy.

‘I’ve run for her a few times. She’s the best on the ground 

I’ve been teamed with.’ What Geof didn’t say aloud was that he 

found her cold and abrupt. ‘If you need any more reassurance 

that Services consider Pierre Jnr a threat, putting her on the job 

carries some weight.’ She’s ruthless, Pete. She hunts you guys 

down for sport.

A week passed with Geof and Pete working in close consultation 

for the majority of their waking hours. They discussed at 

length the problem of fi nding and tracking their target, and 

Geof trained Pete to work with his symbiot, beginning with the 

most basic call and response exercises.

Geof: Pete. Pete. Pete.

‘I think I’m hearing that. It’s not like hearing it though.’

‘I know the difference, Pete. Try responding.’

‘Did that work?’

Geof: No.

‘No?’

‘No,’ Geof confi rmed. ‘I wouldn’t lie to you. Any setback 

would be more annoying for me than for you.’ Pete had already 

felt the mild frustration Geof felt, but suppressed, with those of 
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lesser tech profi ciency. ‘Let’s try a little call and response. I’ll 

send “tick”, to which you respond “tock”. Okay?’

‘I’m ready.’

Geof: Tick … Tick.

‘I’m trying.’

Geof: Tick.

Pete: Tock.

Geof: Tick.

Pete: Tock.

‘At last! Let’s eat to celebrate.’

Tamsin Grey arrived on a Sunday and the hunt began in 

earnest.

There were few other patrons in their usual diner that day. 

A pair of youths sat at the window, plugged in and blind. They 

barely moved, aside from lifting squeeze-pack drinks to their 

lips. Two servitors rolled back and forth from the prep room. 

There was an older man at the back, and a woman of thirty 

whose table Pete, Geof and Pinter had sat near. She wore all 

darks with a strapped-in corset and was quite fetching. Geof 

had subconsciously chosen to sit where he could idly view her 

eating. The Colonel and Pete sat opposite and watched the 

entrance. Pete still found the symb cumbersome and he had to 

use his other arm to lift it up to the table and rest it there.

‘Don’t worry, Pete. It’ll feel just like normal soon. Just give it 

another week for your body to adjust. You hungry? No? You’ve 

got to learn to eat. These things take a lot out of you, even 

when you’re not using them.’

‘Order me a caf, Ozenbach.’
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‘Certainly, Colonel. Pete, you should try and order for 

yourself. Perhaps some Pavlovian conditioning will help you 

get the hang of it.’

‘Tock.’

Conversation quickly turned back to Pierre Jnr. It seemed the 

more they talked about him, the more of a mystery he became.

‘We must try to understand him. What is he like? What is 

he after?’ Pete questioned Geof. Pinter usually nodded off at 

this point in the discussions.

‘For a start, I think we have to stop thinking of him as a 

child. From a learning standpoint he isn’t like us. Humans 

learn one piece of data at a time, one thing connected to 

another. This kid, from what I understand, is an information 

sponge. He takes on data like the Weave does: linearly, yes, 

but so quickly it is effectively instantaneous. If he walks past 

someone, he can know what they know, right?’

‘But can he take on skills?’ Pete asked.

‘Maybe, but he doesn’t need to. This kid controls. If he 

needs a squib, he controls the driver.’

‘Of course. But he still must have the development level of 

an eight-year-old boy. The same level of processing.’

‘Why? Nothing about Pierre is normal. Not how he was 

born, not how he was raised, and not how he’s developing.’

‘You’re right. You’re right.’ Pete threw up his hands. ‘We 

should talk to his mother.’

‘Colonel, can that be arranged? Colonel?’ Geof raised his 

voice to rouse the snoring man.

‘What? Yes, of course.’ He blew out through his moustache. 

Colonel Pinter kept a constant link with Services decision-
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makers and within minutes an answer was always supplied. He 

didn’t really need to be awake, so he wasn’t. ‘Interviews have 

been arranged with the surviving facility staff. We are to wait 

until Tamsin Grey joins us.’

‘Where are they now? His parents, I mean.’

‘The islands,’ Pinter answered. ‘Where else?’

A long silence condensed in the paused conversation — a 

typical reaction to any mention of the facility or the project. Two 

decades ago it had seemed like the fi rst step to destigmatising psis, 

or people with psionic tendencies. In the Psionic Development 

Program, Doctor Yeon Rhee had created a place where psis 

could gather and be open about their abilities, a place for study 

or even to investigate ways to enhance their skills, and then for 

the researchers to see if it was possible to spark the talent in all 

humans.

Over time it became something else. The participants 

were restricted like prisoners ‘for their own protection’. The 

world turned fearful of the risks psis posed. Tests became 

experiments, looking for ‘cures’ and controls. It was turning 

ugly long before Pierre was born.

‘How do we know he even exists?’ The woman from the 

nearby table was standing behind him. Pete had forgotten she 

was there, which was strange for him; he couldn’t feel her mind 

at all …

‘I’m sorry?’ Pete asked as he turned to face her.

‘I mean, you’re going to all this trouble, gathering a little 

team together, pulling the great Pinter out of retirement. All 

based on the testimony of a non-Citizen.’
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‘So you would like to join us now, Grey?’ Pinter invited 

dryly, awake for the moment. 

‘No, Colonel, I wouldn’t. But since I’ve been ordered to, I 

shall obey.’ She pulled her chair into the ring around their little 

table.

Pete and Geof reacted to Tamsin the way men inclined 

toward females always did. Sexual advantage was too much 

for Tamsin to pass on, and she dressed to best accentuate it. 

Though Geof’s reaction was as she expected, she was annoyed 

as Pete immediately clamped down on his sexual interest. For 

Pete to ignore her attractions was slightly offensive, especially 

since it was caused by a weakness that any grown telepath 

should have overcome. The poor fellow, she thought to herself 

and smiled.

‘Let’s get the show started then. The sooner we blow the lid 

off this charade, the sooner I can get back to work. Colonel.’ 

She saluted cleanly.

Pinter declined to return the antiquated gesture. ‘Tamsin 

Grey, I’d like you to meet Peter Lazarus, volunteer, and Geof 

Ozenbach, who’ll be running data on this operation.’

‘Ozenbach. I’m glad to be able to thank you in the fl esh for 

keeping me alive.’ Tamsin reached for his hand and shook it, 

smiling.

Geof smiled back. ‘I don’t remember you needing much 

help.’

‘A good weaver keeps it that way.’ She now turned to Pete 

and sized him up. ‘So you’re the man who has the ups jumping 

at shadows? Why did you come in from the cold? Nobody 

would have cared if you had stayed there.’
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Pete was still stunned by her blocked mind. Are you real? 

Are you human? Only bots and rocks were silent to a telepath.

Real enough and more human than you want me to be, a 

voice licked into his mind.

I can’t see your thoughts.

Fancy that. Now, answer the question. Everyone is 

watching. ‘Why, Mister Lazarus? For the attention? Trying to 

get on the inside?’

Pete slowly found his voice. ‘Some things are more 

important. And who’s jumping at shadows?’

‘You are. You’ve got them hopped up on stories of Pierre 

Jnr, as if there weren’t enough myths about him already.’

‘I think his existence is well documented.’

‘It hasn’t been for the past eight years. And if this Pierre is 

as bad as you’ve got everyone thinking, then there’s no way he 

could have — or would have — been hiding this long.’

‘I have evidence. That’s why I’m here.’

‘What you found was a blanked mind, nothing more. You 

just leapt to the conclusion that it was an all-powerful, psychic 

eight-year-old, who no one has seen since he was born.’

‘Clearly there are some people who take this more seriously 

than you.’

‘Or, the point of this exercise is to dispel the myth once and 

for all.’ She smiled at him with closed teeth.

‘Why would Services care so much if they didn’t believe he 

was alive?’ Geof asked.

‘Because of the myth, Ozenbach. He’s keeping the fl ame 

alive for all the psis out there waiting for the day when their 

saviour comes to free them.’
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How can you be so callous? Pete thought to her.

I’m just asking the questions you haven’t. Her retort left 

him stunned. She was one of them, a psi like him, but so very 

different. Her eyebrow arched, waiting for his response.

… You hunt your own kind.

My kind? Psionics is a skill. Being able to dress yourself 

doesn’t make you my brother. Understand?

‘Tamsin,’ the Colonel said. ‘The order is clearly stated that 

we are to bring him in. The command is the command.’

‘Of course, Colonel. There must be something that 

Command isn’t sharing if they’ve already reached the 

conclusion that Pierre is still alive. And furthermore, why now? 

Can you get me an answer to that?’

The Colonel swallowed. ‘No answer is forthcoming.’

‘So, just because a second-rate telepath volunteers himself, 

two of Services’ best are seconded to dig out a myth?’ No 

offence, Pete. I’m just trying to see what I can get out of them.

Her mind was amazing to him. On the outside she was 

a closed, calculating woman, but underneath she was like a 

gleeful child throwing stones at windows.

The Colonel tapped his head and smiled at Tamsin as 

a torrent of data began streaming into Geof’s and Pete’s 

symbiots.

The data was a backlog of evidence gathered on, or 

regarding, Pierre since his disappearance. An archive of 

‘sightings’, blackouts and abnormalities that bore no actual 

evidence of Pierre Jnr’s involvement but were connected by 

the fact that Pierre was a possible cause. A wealth of junk 

information.
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You see that, Pete? Ask and ye shall receive.

‘So, you’re our weapon?’ Pete concluded.

‘I guess I am.’ She smiled benignly. ‘Where do we start?’

‘The islands,’ Pinter answered. ‘Interviews have been 

arranged.’

Tamsin shuddered. ‘I hate the islands. I think I’ll take a 

bath.’ You want to scrub my back for me, Pete?

Pete stared at her incredulously until she shrugged and walked 

toward the diner doors. Geof was the only one not watching 

her stalk away, too busy sorting through the datastream.

‘The midlands,’ Geof concluded out loud, eyes gazing 

elsewhere. ‘We have to go to the midlands.’

‘How’s that?’ Pete asked, still gazing in the direction of 

Tamsin’s exit.

‘From the pattern I’m seeing, if he isn’t there, then something 

just as bad is.’

‘Keep looking,’ Pinter added. ‘They don’t think you have it 

yet. The data may point at the midlands but nothing narrower. 

We need more specifi cs.’

When they returned to the hangar, Tamsin was nowhere in 

sight. 

Geof sat in the makeshift lounge to digest data. The Colonel 

had a servitor carry his leather armchair to join him and was 

soon asleep. Pete went to his own room and lay down, letting 

his mind amble outward around the complex. As far as he could 

see, there was only the Colonel, Geof, Tamsin and himself — no 

other sentience within reach. Beyond the walls was only a soft 

susurrus of sound passing by, with few distinguishable thoughts.
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Pete?

He didn’t respond.

Peter? I know you’re there. You can’t hide from me, so you 

may as well talk to me.

He sighed.

Do you want to know what I’m doing, Pete?

Not really.

I’m having a bath. Just like I said I would.

That’s nice.

It is nice. I like the water on my skin, just like you.

I like the ocean.

Would you like to go swimming with me, Pete? I’m not a 

very good swimmer, but you could teach me.

How can you be how you are?

That’s very philosophical, Pete. I thought we were just 

playing. Nobody knows that we’re talking. I’m having a long 

bath, as I’m known to do, and you’re having some quiet time. 

We’ve already shown them that we don’t get on, so nobody 

will suspect that we are having a conversation.

You’ve been acting this way intentionally?

What way? I am what I am and you are what you are. Was 

there ever a possibility we could be other than how we are?

Now who’s being philosophical?

I’m trying to make you understand, Peter. I know more than 

you about how Services works. You’ve spent your life running, 

but I’ve been in it. Don’t think you know about choices. You 

chose to turn yourself in. You know what I call you?

What?

An idiot.
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Well, that’s your opinion.

You escaped in the early days, after the project was shut 

down. Services has improved since then. Earlier spotting. 

Mechanical traps. Weavers. Conditioning.

That’s good to hear.

You need to know that the advantages that psis have are not 

as big as they often think. Telepathy doesn’t make you smart; it 

just gives you inside information. And using that information 

for your own benefi t is the biggest giveaway that leads us to 

awakening psis. We often know before they do if they’re about 

to go psionic.

You must be so proud.

Why should I be? I got picked up in the fi rst sweep, but I 

wasn’t smart enough to get free.

Maybe you didn’t want to.

Well, I’ll let you wonder about that.

I don’t understand you.

Tell me something, Pete. How long is your reach?

What do you mean?

How far away do people have to be until you can’t, you 

know, give them a tickle?

He thought it before he could stop it. It was something he 

always counted, every time someone walked away. How many 

steps until he couldn’t peek in? His record was ninety paces.

I will be telling them that, Pete. So they know they can trust 

me. For security we’re going to have to isolate the compound a 

bit more. You won’t be getting any traffi c noise from now on, 

if you know what I’m saying. What can I do to gain your trust?

Nothing I can think of.
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Okay. Let me know if you do. My bath is getting cold now, 

so I’m going to dry myself with a big fl uffy towel and slip 

under some sheets. Goodnight, Peter Lazarus.

Since 2134, all registered psis were housed in semi-voluntary 

imprisonment on artifi cial islands — plastic bergs with a fair 

stretch of ocean between them and the mainland and only a 

passive connection to the Weave, which meant they could 

watch but not contribute. They were segregated completely.

The squib to the islands took only an hour. Geof and the 

Colonel remained at the warehouse trawling data while Tamsin 

and Pete went to interview Pierre’s parents. They were alone 

in their squib, remotely guided and prowled on either side by 

two escort vehicles packed with servitors. Pete tried to study 

Tamsin surreptitiously, but when occasionally, accidentally, he 

made eye contact, she grinned at him proudly.

While she repulsed him with her manner, the fact that she 

could shield her mind from him was fascinating, and he could 

do little but stare at her, hearing only the sound of the air 

rushing around the squib. No thoughts, no emotions.

Are there more like you?

She didn’t answer. She looked at him but responded neither 

out loud nor in projection.

Did you learn this somewhere? Have you taught this to 

anyone else?

She raised an eyebrow. This is what it is like for normals.

Pete relaxed somewhat and kept watching her.

All psis on the islands were tagged and trackable, their 

actions passively monitored. The conditions weren’t too bad, 
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better than the penitentiaries, partly because the residents 

were not criminals requiring punishment, and partly because 

Services knew if they didn’t treat them well it might ignite 

an uprising, which was the last thing they wanted. Actually, 

the last thing they wanted was another Pierre Jnr, and so the 

residents also had to agree to be rendered infertile.

Their fi rst appointment was with Pierre Sandro Snr, the father. 

It was organised so that he would meet with them in a holding 

room on the mainland side of the island, away from the other 

inmates and under full Services monitoring. All the islands had 

such a room. Tamsin was in an annex behind a one-way mirror, 

to observe the both of them no doubt. Pete waited in a chair, 

feeling watched. He tried not to let a thought cross his mind.

A diode above the doorway lit up and a man older than his 

years shuffl ed in. He obviously wasn’t one to shave regularly 

and, to Pete at least, his thoughts were as wild as his eyes.

Pete stood and held out his hand. ‘Mister Sandro. My name 

is Peter Lazarus.’

Pierre Snr looked warily at the hand and then shook his 

head in declaration.

Mister Sandro, I am one of you, Pete thought to himself.

Pierre Snr didn’t react; his fi le was seemingly correct that he 

had no telepathic ability and was skilled mainly as a bender. 

As if in demonstration, the empty chair in front of him pulled 

backward of its own accord and Mister Sandro sat down. His 

posture sagged and his eyes fell low, moving side to side rapidly.

As he took his own seat, Pete’s arm thudded down hard on 

the table, alarming them both. ‘Sorry, I’m still not used to the 

weight of this thing.’ 
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Pete pulled back his sleeve to show Pierre Snr the symbiot. It 

fl ashed a hello at him and Pierre recoiled. ‘I hate those things.’

‘Have you ever had to wear one? This is my fi rst time.’

‘I’ve got a passive on my ankle.’

‘Oh. Of course.’ Pete watched the man slouched across from 

him. His mind was all over the place, a bit like a child’s, a 

drugged child’s. ‘Do you know why I’m here?’

‘It’s about Junior, I assume.’

‘That’s right. I’m part of a Services team trying to fi nd him.’

‘Good luck to you.’ 

Pete couldn’t deconstruct Pierre’s stain of emotions that 

came at the thought of his son. He decided to leave the probing 

to Tamsin and concentrate on the interview; it was too tiring 

doing both. 

‘I’ve told them everything I know a thousand times.’

‘I’ve read your testimonies. I’m more here to get a sense of 

what you’re like. I’m hoping if I can get to know a little about 

the parents, it may give us a picture of Pierre Jnr.’

‘Yeah?’ Sandro scoffed. ‘I don’t know whether to be insulted 

by that or not.’ 

At fi rst he was. His reaction to being linked with Junior was 

strong, then it grew vague and his eyes wandered more slowly 

as if he’d forgotten where he was. 

‘I guess it makes sense,’ he mumbled.

‘Tell me, Mister Sandro, what is it like here? You’ve been on 

the islands nearly seven years now.’

Sandro nodded. ‘Yes. After the project, they left us on the 

islands. I’ve only been on this one for eight months. They like 

to rotate us.’
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‘Sounds like they’re trying to stop you getting so bored.’

‘Oh, nothing can stop the boredom, mister.’ Sandro smiled 

miserably and looked downward again. ‘But you’re right, it 

keeps life moving along.’

Pete waited for him to speak again; he was determined to 

get Pierre to open up.

‘You know they’re talking about sending us into space?’ 

Pierre Snr commented at last. ‘We hear it on the Weave.’

‘I’ve heard that too.’

‘Some of us wouldn’t be against it. Maybe we could set up 

a new society someplace. You know anything about this?’ He 

was assuming Pete was higher up than he was.

‘I’m afraid not, Mister Sandro. I’m really just assigned to 

your son’s case.’

Pierre grunted and stretched his neck. ‘Yeah, I wish I could 

help you more. I’ve had no contact with him since he left.’ 

The man’s mind was uncomfortable; the memory was like a 

dream that refused to fade away, leaving forever a moment of 

unreality inside him.

‘I understand that, Mister Sandro. I just wondered if you 

could give me any impression of Pierre Jnr from the time you 

spent with him.’

‘He ruined me. He ruined all of us.’

‘As an infant?’ Pete asked.

‘He was never that. He was a monster born whole.’

‘When did you fi rst become, let’s say, aware of him?’

‘I never did. Not like that. I’m just a bender, you see?’ The 

table playfully fl oated up and down.

‘When did you fi rst know that your son was different?’
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‘Well, we knew what he was about six months into the 

pregnancy. Mary knew before then. We didn’t tell anyone. We 

were excited. My partner, Sullivan, was even more excited, 

even though … you know.’

‘He was your partner at the time?’

‘Yeah. Yeah. But our partnership was annulled. A lot of 

partnerships were annulled during the project. We all thought 

we were being accepted, you see, that the laws would be 

lifted …’ 

He drifted off again. These memories made him mopey and 

he obviously expended a lot of effort trying to ignore them.

‘Please go on, Mister Sandro. I need to know as much as I 

can.’

‘Okay.’ A glass of water fl oated to his lips and he drank 

in big gulps. ‘As I was saying, my partner, Sullivan, loved 

communicating with Junior. We’d already named him by then. 

It was sort of a nickname we never explained to the researchers. 

Sullivan stuck with Mary through the whole thing, more than 

I did. I spent my days competing against the other psis. Even 

at the birth Sullivan made sure to be there, and he had already 

explained to Junior what was going to happen so he wouldn’t 

be frightened.’

Pete sat forward and let the man talk it out.

‘I’d never seen a surgical before, not even a real birth, but 

I know there’s supposed to be crying. It had to be a surgical 

because we knew about Junior’s head already. There was no 

way he was going to fi t through. When Mary was opened up, it 

was dead silent in the room. Even the operating team was silent. 

I watched from the viewing room and nobody spoke, only the 
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machines moved … and then they lifted him out. There wasn’t 

a sound from him … 

‘And they were right about that head. It was big. He couldn’t 

turn it. I know most babies can’t, but the doctor holding him 

took him around the room, stopping so the baby could have a 

look at everybody present. I didn’t even think they could really 

see at that stage, no?’

‘I don’t know. I could check.’ Pete began to interface with 

the symbiot.

‘It doesn’t matter. It’s just how things were I’m trying to tell. 

That’s what you wanted. Junior didn’t cry. Ever. But we all did 

for him. If he was cold, we wrapped him in a blanket. If he 

was hungry, he got fed. If he wanted to look out the window or 

cross the room, the nearest person would pick him up and take 

him. Do you understand? We knew what we were doing, but 

we weren’t the ones doing it. It was incredible. Like a dream 

where things happen and you just watch. Do you understand?’

‘I think I follow, but I’ve never experienced it.’

‘Good.’ Sandro’s blue eyes stared wildly into Pete’s. ‘I hope 

you never do.’

‘What happened to the mother after the birth? Miz … 

Kastonovich?’

‘She was worst off. Mary had been under his control for the 

longest. When he left, she just dropped to the fl oor.’ His eyes 

lost their edge, and dropped back to an obsessive study of the 

tabletop. ‘They had her on intravenous right up until she had 

the strength to kill herself.’

‘I didn’t know she died,’ Pete said, and he ran a query 

through the symbiot. It confi rmed his prior information that 
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Mary Kastonovich was alive and living on a nearby estate. ‘I 

have an appointment with her later today.’

‘That woman — that thing — is an abomination, a clone so 

the researchers could continue their studies.’

It was clear that Sandro believed what he was saying, but 

the Weave said otherwise. Pete sent a missive to Geof to check 

it out. ‘Tell me, Mister Sandro … didn’t anyone in the project, 

one of the readers, sense that she was going to kill herself? 

Couldn’t somebody have stopped her?’

‘Stopped her? Perhaps, if we weren’t all thinking the same 

thing. Those were bad days. The project was over. Everyone 

knew it. Even the docs were wasted. You don’t know what it 

was like.’

‘I’m sorry to bring back such memories for you.’

‘It’s okay. I know you’re under instruction. But you’ve got 

to know what he took from us, Mister Lazarus. He ruined 

any chance we psis had. Mary was the best of us. She was a 

beautiful lady, and she had the most amazing abilities. I don’t 

want you confusing that clone with her. That thing never went 

through what she went through.’

‘I understand.’ Pete thanked Pierre Snr for his time, watched 

from his chair as the man exited, and waited for the diode 

above the door to fl ick to safe before looking toward the 

mirror. Are you there?

He stared at his refl ection, waiting for a response. It would 

be just like her to sit there and not respond. And just as likely 

for her to have left and not told him.

I’m here.

What were your impressions of Pierre Snr?
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The same as yours. He’s of no use to us.

Where’s Sullivan? He and Junior seemed close.

Missing.

Missing?

Would you prefer ‘in the grey’?

Is Mary a clone?

There is no basis for that claim. Pierre Snr must have 

created that delusion.

I’d believe it. Then again, I’d believe almost anything. Pete 

sighed and stood up, stretching his back. ‘I can neither see you 

nor sense you.’

Tamsin chose to respond over the intercom. ‘Does that 

frustrate you, Pete?’

‘It certainly does. I’m not used to it. It’s like you only half-

exist.’

‘Oh, I exist, Pete. You can be sure of that.’

‘How?’ he asked the mirror.

Silence was the only response.

How? he asked again.

‘We spent our days training.’

‘Training? How did you train?’

‘Oh, you know, party tricks mostly, at fi rst. Card reading, 

putting out matches from across the room. Later it became 

a real gymnasium, lifting tables up and down, talking over 

distances.’

‘Was it hard?’

‘For some.’ She shrugged. It was to her the plain truth; she 

couldn’t help that she was skilled. According to the records, 
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she had once managed to communicate a coded sequence over 

fi ve hundred metres. ‘They worked on developing stimulants.’

‘Did any of them work?’

‘They seemed to, but it could have just been placebo.’

‘And now, can you still … do some of those things?’

She hummed to herself and rolled her head. ‘On good 

days. The islands are covered in the black noise, which makes 

it annoying. Not debilitating, just annoying. And they lace 

the water too, you know. It’s hard to focus, but it keeps us 

happy.’

A miniature breeze evaporated on Pete’s cheek. ‘Was that 

you?’ he asked.

She nodded. ‘After eight years, even that was hard.’

Pete looked Mary over again. She was still a beautiful 

woman, dark-haired and athletic, a dancer out of training. He 

couldn’t quite credit Pierre Snr’s statement; her sadness was 

embedded deep. ‘What was it like when you were pregnant?’ 

Her eyes and mind glazed over at the question. ‘Do you 

remem—’

‘Sleep,’ she answered. ‘It was like sleeping.’

‘Like a dream?’

‘Sort of. But with no real dreaming. It’s hard to remember.’ 

Pete could see she really didn’t recall much from those 

months, just a vague sense of existence. Maybe Pierre Snr was 

right, though the memory gap could be explained just as easily 

by contact with Junior. 

‘Do you think memory is tied to consciousness?’ Mary 

asked quietly.

‘I’m sorry, I don’t follow.’
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‘I just wonder if the reason I can’t remember is because I 

wasn’t really aware. I can’t remember much from the time he 

controlled me.’

‘That’s an interesting thought.’

‘Is it? I don’t know.’ She smiled and looked blankly at him.

‘You aren’t resentful at all? He used you, Miz Kastonovich.’

‘He didn’t create himself, Mister Lazarus. I did that. Me, 

Pierre and that whole institution.’ Her gaze quickened as 

she spoke. ‘Are you going to try and stop him?’ Her dull lips 

rounded in amusement. ‘Peter?’ He looked at her without 

answering. His symbiot informed him that no answer was 

permitted. ‘You can’t, you know? He’s a force of nature. I gave 

birth to a god.’ Her face was bright with excitement. ‘He will 

save us.’

‘I doubt that.’

‘Doubt? I have doubted a great many things that have come 

to pass.’ Now she looked straight at him and stretched: I notice 

you haven’t touched your water. But then she was gone again, 

pupils dilating and energy fading away.

‘If you fi nd him, you’ll just disappear like I did … Can I go 

now?’

The halls were fl oored with synthetic panels of grey-blue and 

white. There was a murmur from each door they passed: 

children learning, out of sight.

‘I’m sure you’ll be happy here, Pierre,’ piped the Matron 

touring them. Pierre said nothing and the woman took this for 

shyness. He seemed such a lovely boy. She chose to speak to 

his mother. ‘We use only the most contemporary techniques: 
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mixed classes, no symbiots until sixteen — but that’s a while 

away for you, Pierre.’ The boy’s placid smile fl ickered.

‘That sounds fi ne,’ Gail answered.

The boy has no bot. A boy his age should have a bot. 

Maybe it’s small, hidden in his pocket perhaps. Or, the 

mother might hold with some more traditional beliefs. 

Unless he is wired already … it has been known to happen. 

The Matron shuddered with thoughts until her worries 

disappeared and she looked down at the most darling child 

she had ever seen.

‘Can we see the lower grades, please?’ Gail asked. ‘Just to 

see.’

‘Of course. They are just down this way.’

As they took off from the islands, Geof reported a mass 

collapse at a school in the Dakotas, and they were re directed 

toward the midlands.

Pete: What’s the connection? He was only just getting 

comfortable with querying through his bot.

Geof: Gail Pembroke is recorded as being a visitor at the time 

of the syncopation, but there is no record of her leaving. She and 

her husband, Newton, disappeared from the Weave nearly two 

weeks ago; no recordings of children.

Pete: So where are you sending us?

Geof: We have the squib Mistress Pembroke was travelling 

in, and from its log we can deduce her itinerary over the last 

fortnight. Services are covering each drop, but you’re going to a 

farm, out past the brushes. That’s where I think Pierre has been 

hiding all this time.
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Tamsin: Okay, send us what you know — who owns the place, 

who should be there, and any other missing people who might be 

involved.

Geof: Already compiled and streaming.

Tamsin: A step ahead as usual.

Pete: Have you seen the interviews?

Geof: Most of them.

Pete: What do you think?

Geof: I think we need to fi nd this kid before he starts up 

again.

Pete: And Mary? About what Pierre Snr said, is she a clone?

Geof: I have nothing that says she is.

Pete: Okay.

Tamsin deigned to raise an eyebrow at him. ‘Why does it 

bother you so much if she’s a clone or not?’

‘It would be interesting if it was true.’

‘I don’t see the relevance.’

‘How do you hide your mind from me like that?’

‘That would take time to explain, and I don’t think you 

could stand me for that long.’

It is unfortunate that I can’t hide my mind from you.

‘What? You don’t like it? I imagine this must feel pretty 

uncomfortable for you.’

 … 

‘Yep. Not used to playing without the advantage, are you?’

 … 

‘What’s my body language saying to you? Do you know 

how to read body language, Pete?’

 … 
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‘What are you gleaning from the timbre of my voice?’

 … 

‘Why, Peter. Those are quite mixed emotions. I don’t know 

how you stand the confl ict.’

 … 

‘Would you like a peek?’

 … 

Below them, the mottle of the landscape cascaded into 

shapes and lines. Old fi elds, scratched with the torn and 

toppled structures of bankrupt endeavours, divided by weather 

breakers of all sorts and quality. Barns, farmhouses, the spinal 

remnants of long fences, wrecked turbines and a generation of 

people beyond repair.

Few properties were managing to establish their prescribed 

micro-climates, but those that did dotted the land with their 

productive greens and golds.

Pete and Tamsin’s squib banked south, momentarily tipping 

their view toward the gigantic black funnels of a windeater — 

fl exible piping that transduced wind to electricity. They worked 

to serve two purposes, but they didn’t work enough.

The midlands was a waste. Only evangelists and recidivists 

stuck it out for long. A great place for Pierre to hide out — 

one of Geof’s grey areas — but not the ideal environment for a 

growing mind.

‘You shouldn’t think of him that way,’ Tamsin told Pete.

‘Why not?’

‘He chose it.’

‘He was an infant. He fl ed without direction.’

‘You don’t know that. And besides, he stayed.’
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Pete left it alone. She was right, but she didn’t know for 

certain either. He saw her smirk. I hate telepaths, he thought, 

and she laughed.

Beneath them a sepia yard wavered in the wind. Farming tools 

lay collapsed and overcome by the patchy crab grass. Window 

shutters shifted slowly back and forth. All the buildings were 

covered in the same faded dust.

The squibs settled facing the farmhouse. Pete watched 

through the screen, looking for any sign of life. The escorts 

unpacked their servitors, who then arrayed themselves on 

either side of the vehicle, waiting for Pete and Tamsin to lead 

them in.

‘What a great place to grow up.’

‘Exactly what I was going to say.’ Tamsin grinned. ‘Shall we?’

‘Do you think he’s in there?’ asked Pete.

‘No. It’s quiet. If he was in there, I’d be able to tell by now, 

and so would you.’

‘Unless he knows your trick. There’s something in there.’

‘Don’t be so nervous.’ Tamsin popped the hatch. ‘He’s long 

gone, Pete — if he was ever here in the fi rst place.’

Pete took a deep breath and climbed out after her, keeping 

a watch on the homestead. ‘Your power for doubt is incredible. 

You saw his parents.’

‘All I saw were two unreliable witnesses.’

Geof: Any time you two feel like heading in … We’re all waiting 

here.

Pete nodded and looked at Tamsin. ‘Ladies fi rst.’

‘I’ll watch your back.’
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‘I’m not sure I’m comfortable with that.’

‘It’ll keep you on your toes then.’

Geof: Pete! Just go in. I’ve got your back too.

There was no more excuse to delay, and Pete approached the 

creaking house. The path was dry under his feet, and the wood 

of the steps bowed under his weight.

‘Hello?’ he called out as he climbed the stairs, and then 

once more when he got to the porch. ‘Hello? Is anyone at 

home?’

‘Try knocking,’ Tamsin suggested.

Begrudgingly, he hammered his fi st on the door frame and 

called out again.

They waited for something to happen. The shutters swept 

back and forth, and the structure whimpered under the 

growing wind.

Pete: Let’s send a servitor in.

‘Coward,’ Tamsin accused.

Geof: He’s right. Move aside so I can send a bot through.

‘Forget that.’ Tamsin pushed the door open and stepped 

inside. ‘Hello, householders. Services are entering your premises. 

Do not even attempt to resist.’

Pete followed her in, a grey sort of darkness thickening a 

few steps from the doorway.

‘Lazarus, get in here,’ Tamsin called, more emotionless than 

ever.

He found her in a lounging room, nearly full of dilapidated 

couches and armchairs, everything covered in dusty crochet 

and piles of discarded clothing.

‘Not clothes, Pete. They’re breathing.’
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He looked closer and recognised them as bodies. There 

were four of them, two on chairs and two on the fl oor. ‘What’s 

wrong with them?’

‘I’m not sure. Is this what your sister was like?’

Pete shook his head. ‘No, it wasn’t this blatant.’

Tamsin knelt beside the closest of the crumpled forms. ‘I’m 

not reading anything from them. You?’

‘Something, but it’s odd. Stray thoughts. Incomplete —’

Arms shot up and suddenly fi ngers were clawing at Tamsin’s 

neck, dragging her down.

‘You shouldn’t have come here,’ the body rasped. ‘You 

shouldn’t have come here.’

Before Pete could help her, two more of the bodies had 

awakened and grabbed at him from behind. In his mind he 

heard one thought, you shouldn’t have come here, echoed by 

four dry voices repeating the mantra as one.

‘You shouldn’t have come here.’

Pete: Geof!

It was less than a minute of desiccated fi ngers trying to pull 

off their skin and dusty bodies holding them down before the 

servitors swarmed into the room and tore their attackers away.

‘You shouldn’t have come here. You shouldn’t have come 

here. You shouldn’t have come here. You shouldn’t have come 

here,’ they repeated, rasping continuously as they were dragged 

outside.

Try as he might, Pete couldn’t read their thoughts. Pierre 

had reworked their minds into a composite, so that the fi rst 

disturbed was a tripwire for the others. They all went crazy. 

Though he was sweating on the outside, fear had dried out his 
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throat. ‘I’ve never seen anything like this. He’s … I don’t know 

what he’s doing.’

‘Hakking,’ Tamsin supplied. ‘He took four people and fused 

them together.’

‘You’ve seen this before?’ Pete was alarmed.

‘Of course not. I’m just hypothesising.’

‘You admire him?’

Tamsin looked at him with her grin-smirk. ‘Don’t you? This 

is unprecedented.’

‘He’s demented,’ Pete protested. Look what he’s done to 

these people. ‘This is inhuman.’ 

‘Is it? I think we’ll fi nd before this is over that he is actually 

very human. More human than any single person should ever 

be.’ I am looking, Pete, and I’m impressed.

Impressed? A moment ago you didn’t even believe in him.

A little evidence can go a long way, she thought back to 

him while watching the servitors drag the husks into the squib. 

Tamsin turned to him with a smile, her thoughts fading from 

his reach. ‘We should go. I have a lot to think about.’

Tamsin maintained her block in the squib, staring fi xedly 

through the window at the ground passing below, not letting 

Pete see her thoughts or her face.

Pete kept taciturn, spending his time sending data back 

and forth with Geof, selecting images from his symbiot and 

fl icking them across without commentary. Geof in turn fed 

him background information on the midlanders they’d found, 

mostly irrelevant details of their lives before they disappeared 

from the Weave.
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Every now and then Tamsin or Pete would glance at the 

horizon toward the approaching weather front that now covered 

the skyline; the warning gauge amped up from dull amber to 

a piqued red until at last Colonel Pinter patched through and 

projected on the screen. ‘Mister Lazarus, Miz Grey, it looks 

like we’ve got some weather ahead and we’re going to have to 

land you quite soon.’

‘We can’t divert?’ Tamsin asked.

‘Only by turning back. We’ve been given clearance to land a 

few miles to the south, behind some brushes, and sit it through.’

‘Is that standard practice?’ Pete asked.

Pinter shrugged. ‘Oftentimes. This is quite a front coming 

on, so perhaps they think it’s better to bunk down than try to 

outpace it. Don’t worry, the squibs can take it. It may just get a 

little rocky.’

‘Okay, Colonel.’ 

‘When you’re down, please do not leave the safety of your 

vehicle.’

‘As you say, Colonel.’

‘It’s coming in fast so this should be over in a matter of 

hours, and the escorts will be about fi fty feet away in case 

there’s an emergency. Even if the comms cut out through the 

worst of it, we’ll be able to keep you in sight.’

For our safety, Tamsin projected ironically.

Pete assented once more to the Colonel and caught Tamsin 

looking at him as he switched off the screen. What?

You’re trapped with me, Pete. No avoiding it for either of 

us.

No avoiding what?
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Don’t be scared. You’ve got me all wrong.

They angled down steeply and Pete swallowed through the 

shaky descent. The mood of the landscape around them had 

changed remarkably in the last minutes. Clouds had blocked 

the sun, and what had been a golden hodgepodge of light and 

shadow was now discoloured to purple and grey. Shadow had 

disappeared and one could see the quick dimming toward 

black. The lights of the squibs pushed out as they neared the 

ground and curved in behind a dense brush wall. The brushes 

were tall artifi cial trees of plastic designed to cut and slow the 

wind. They would give some protection, though nothing could 

withstand the big storms.

Static washed over the speakers as they landed, the wind 

rolling the rounded hulls back and forth. A gust shoved 

them side to side and Pete put his arms out to steady himself, 

accidentally pressing his hand on Tamsin’s thigh. He jerked 

around to catch her grinning at him.

‘Really, Pete, at least turn the comms off,’ and she reached 

over to do just that.

‘No, I didn’t mean —’

‘Don’t be afraid.’

‘We should keep the comms on.’

‘That would be indiscreet, Peter,’ she said, running her fi ngers 

into his hair. As if to match her words, the squib jumped and 

rolled, pushing them into each other somewhat uncomfortably. 

Somewhat. Tamsin laughed. ‘This is going to be fun.’ And then 

her lips were on his and her hands were under his shirt as the 

wind dragged the squib through the dirt like a plough.

‘No, Tamsin. I can’t.’
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‘You can with me.’

‘No. It’s too much. I can’t.’ He’d stopped enjoying sex a long 

time ago. Knowing every thought that ran through his partners’ 

heads left him with the mixed emotions of anger, sorrow and 

disgust.

I know, Pete. But I’m different. I can block you out. You 

can be free with me. See?

Her block came back up, which was more of a disappearance 

for him, and he was left staring at her face. Just a face. Lips and 

skin, eyes and eyebrows. Eyelashes and fi ne wrinkles. The glint 

and glimmer on the iris as her eyes kept moving to capture his 

own. He couldn’t remember when he’d last seen just a face. 

Her dark hair blocked the overhead lighting, a corona of white 

fl aring around the edges. Her eyes were black and steady, 

holding him to them, drawing him into their silence.

With a hunger he’d long suppressed, he pushed himself atop 

her and began seeking out buttons and skin.

The now familiar corrugated walls of the hangar were a relief 

after the tumultuous day Pete had gone through. Colonel 

Pinter was waiting for them at the gate, a dressing gown over 

his uniform and a tin cup in his hand.

‘You’ve been having a rough time of it, I hear.’

‘You don’t know the half of it, Colonel.’ Tamsin laughed 

and dabbed a quick kiss on Pete’s cheek as she passed. ‘See you 

inside, Pete. I need a shower.’

Pete sighed and answered the Colonel’s raised eyebrows. ‘It’s 

not what you think.’

‘Your comms were down for nearly an hour.’
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‘It’s not exactly what you think.’

‘Just watch yourself with that one. I’ve met men like her, 

but not so many women. If I wasn’t under orders to do so, I 

wouldn’t trust her.’

Pete nodded. ‘I don’t.’

‘Well, you’ve got some time to clean yourself up, then 

the three of you debrief. The ups want a plan from you by 

tomorrow.’

‘I wouldn’t mind one myself. After the homestead, I’m more 

lost than before.’

‘How do you want us to proceed, Colonel?’

Pinter raised his hands. ‘Sorry, Mister Lazarus, I really am 

just here as a functionary. You three go on as you wish. I’ll 

interject if the ups have something to add.’

Pete nodded, taking a moment to gather his thoughts. ‘Well, 

I guess, at best, that we discovered where Pierre Jnr has been 

hiding for the last eight years. Beyond that I’m not sure what 

we gained from our visit.’

‘If it helps, I’m taking him a bit more seriously than I was 

before. I apologise that I didn’t believe what you said about 

him,’ Tamsin offered to Pete. ‘I’ve never seen minds like that, 

so reworked and mashed. That was one of the most troubling 

elements of today.’

‘From my side this was a very productive encounter,’ Geof 

added. ‘Short of actually stumbling upon our target, we now 

have two footprints of symptomatic phenomena that indicate 

where Pierre might be or has been. He’s on the move now and 

we’ve just found a way to track him.’
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‘So do you know where he is?’

‘Not yet, but give me until tomorrow.’

‘Tomorrow?’ Pete was shocked and somewhat disbelieving.

‘That’s right,’ Geof said, winking. There’s nowhere to run 

from people like me, Pete. Just remember that. N E W T O N 

P E M B R O K E, Geof queried through the symbiot. The 

link was almost telepathic. ‘Last seen thirteen days ago … 

Wife missing from the same time. She wasn’t in the house. She 

was with Pierre Jnr, visiting a school … So we’re thirteen days 

behind. A lot better than eight years, and we’ve only been on 

the case for under a few weeks.’

‘Do you think he’s with this woman? Gail Pembroke?’

‘What use could she be?’ Tamsin asked.

‘Cover. Camoufl age,’ Geof answered.

‘Maybe,’ Pete considered. Maybe he is still a child needing a 

parent.

‘I don’t think so,’ Tamsin scoffed.

‘Why not?’

‘The farmers?’

‘And? We’re just objects to him. He doesn’t even see what he 

does as bad.’

‘If he can read minds, he knows right from wrong.’

‘That’s pretty simplistic. I don’t even know that sometimes.’

‘Okay, people, focus. This is getting off track.’ Pinter stood 

up and stretched, pushing his hands to his back as if holding 

his spine together.

‘Geof, can you show me how you’ll fi nd him?’ Pete asked.

‘I can try. If you look at the streams here … Pete, open up.’ 

Pete had to allow overlay access through his symbiot. Lines, 
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diagrams and other data threw themselves over his eyesight, 

mostly transparent but concentrating on them made the world 

around him disappear. ‘What you see here is a fl at globe and a 

mapping of anomaly patterns. I’ll block them out for you.’

‘They’re everywhere.’

‘Well, yes and no. This is why we call it the grey. But, I can 

clear up most of these, based on what we saw at the farmstead 

and the school …’ — Geof counted them on his fi ngers — 

‘… loss of linkups, uninterpretable behavioural fl uctuations, 

unrecorded characteristics, lowered reporting and contact with 

the Weave. This could just be a natural anomaly, but when we 

scale the pattern to the rate of incidents, we home in on the 

places with the highest cumulative symptoms.’ Geof blinked, 

and Pete watched the clumps of data change colour and shrink 

down, leaving four grey patches of signifi cant size. ‘Only three 

if you disregard the midlands.’

‘The Dome, Asia and the middle of the Pacifi c. What could 

be in the middle of the ocean?’ Pete asked.

‘Don’t worry about that one. That’s not him.’

‘How do you know?’

‘He can’t answer that,’ the Colonel cut in. ‘You now have 

two target zones, but how can you be sure of them?’

‘We can’t be sure. What is “sure” when it comes to data? I 

can only identify the grey areas,’ Geof parried.

‘We can debate data theory all night, or some of us can,’ 

Tamsin said, smirking at Pete and Geof, ‘but let’s assume 

there’s something to these two grey areas. If Pierre has gone 

to Asia, then he’s hiding. If he’s gone to the Dome, then he’s 

heading for the elevator.’
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‘Why do you say that?’

‘Because that’s what I’d do. I’d get off Earth. It’s hostile to 

him. We’re hostile to him.’

‘Does he know about us?’

‘Pete, we don’t know what he knows,’ Tamsin growled. ‘For 

all we know, he could have come into contact with a Ministry 

man and know more than we do.’

‘Colonel?’

‘Well, I won’t say it’s not possible, but it is unlikely.’

‘Why unlikely?’ Tamsin asked. ‘We don’t know where he is.  

It only takes fi ve hours to blast around the globe, so tell me 

why it’s unlikely.’

‘No.’ Pinter’s watery eyes froze on her.

‘Why not?’

‘Because you are making demands again and you should 

know that won’t work with me.’

‘Colonel —’ she protested.

‘Tamsin Grey,’ Pinter cut her short. ‘Your status has been 

reclassifi ed.’

‘That’s a little unnecessary, isn’t it?’ Geof spoke up. ‘Aren’t 

you just saying it is unlikely because the odds are against it? 

And secondly,’ Geof turned to face Pete and Tamsin, ‘the higher 

up you go, the more you are monitored. Anomalous behaviour 

would be noticed.’ 

Geof was trying to calm the room down; neither he nor Pete 

knew what the Colonel’s game was. Or Tamsin’s.

‘Colonel, Tamsin, with all due deference, this is wasting 

time,’ Pete said. ‘Geof, explain to me the grey patches again. 

How do we derive these?’
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‘Okay, but this is the last time. You could just trust me, but 

never mind. This is a two-level patterning fi lter I’m showing. If 

you go back a step to the raw data, you see nothing much. I’ll 

keep this geographic for you to save confusion.’ As the overlays 

changed with Geof’s explanation, Tamsin and the Colonel 

dropped their staring match and she stalked out. ‘To this data 

we apply certain structural patterns. In this case, I’ve gone 

with established behaviourals, which is a data-set built up over 

time that tracks an individual’s behaviour. By knocking out 

what we expect, we are left with unexplained variations and 

unpredicteds. This is normal, don’t forget — we can’t predict 

everything people do — but based on a large enough survey, 

even a shift of one per cent is signifi cant.’

‘Alright, you two. You’ve made your point.’ Pinter grinned. 

‘I certainly don’t need to hear this again. It’s like basic training 

over and over.’ He stood up to go. ‘Let’s have a direction by 

morning. And, Pete, come by my rooms when you’re done here.’

‘Yes, Colonel.’

When he was gone, Geof expelled the air from his lungs 

and stood up. ‘Pete, my friend,’ he said as he headed for the 

kitchenette and gathered some snacks. ‘Do you ever feel that 

you’re in over your head?’

‘Just in this lifetime.’

‘I know what it’s like for outsiders. You see Services as a 

giant unfathomable system, but you never see how true that is.’

‘I’m not sure what you mean.’

‘I was bred for this game. I wasn’t given a choice.’

Pete was too slow with a response.

‘You see? Bigger and more unfathomable than you think.’
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‘I just handed myself over.’

‘I know,’ Geof laughed. ‘You still think one psi child is 

worth it?’

Pete shrugged. ‘Yes. I think so. You saw what he did to those 

people. He doesn’t see us. We’re just clay in his hands. Have 

you ever seen anything like that?’

Geof hesitated before answering, but Pete caught remembered 

visions fl ickering through: fi elds of reanimated bodies, grey and 

jerky; a battle of cyborgs where human bodies were used for 

shields; a ship deck sloshing with blood and a bearded woman 

enjoying a cigarette. ‘Well, not exactly the same, but just as bad.’

They said nothing for a moment. Geof ate pickled eggs, 

cheese and dried fruit, thinking as little as possible. It struck 

Pete that they still weren’t taking Pierre as seriously as he was; 

to them he was just one threat amongst many.

‘For what it’s worth,’ Geof went on, ‘I think Tamsin is 

right. But there is an easy way to settle this: we wait. I’ll keep 

tracking the grey overnight. A natural anomaly probably won’t 

have direction, it will stay in one place. If there is a clear vector 

for one, then that’s the one we follow. If it goes well, you could 

be face to face with Pierre by midday tomorrow.’

‘Why midday?’

‘Let’s at least keep it until after breakfast.’

‘Excellent,’ Pete replied, chuckling. ‘Let’s call that a plan. 

Now I’d better go see what the Colonel wants with me. Perhaps 

I’m being reclassifi ed too.’

The Colonel welcomed him with surprising cheer. ‘Ah, there 

you are, Lazarus. I was hoping you’d join me for a drink.’ 
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Pete noticed the Colonel’s lodgings were very different to his 

own, with many touches that added to the comfort: recliners 

with blankets and cushions, a sideboard littered with trinkets, 

the leather armchair he had carried to him whenever he would 

be sitting somewhere long, and a thick rug that almost entirely 

covered the slab fl oor. The central light above was dimmed by 

a lampshade that looked to be made of animal skin. Something 

about the eclecticism implied that every piece was a memento 

of some sort.

‘Real Scotch? I’m not sure what there is to celebrate, but a 

good drink is cause enough for me.’

‘I’m not sure what there is to celebrate either,’ the Colonel 

grumbled as he broke the seal of the bottle and fumbled about 

for a matching pair of glasses.

‘Oh,’ Pete responded emptily, trawling through what was on 

his superior’s mind.

‘Don’t read ahead, Pete. Talking may be redundant to you 

people, but I still require the outlet.’

‘Of course. If I may ask, how did you know?’

‘You’re too obvious. Despite the assumption that a telepath 

is always reading your mind, you struggle to do two things at 

once.’

‘I’ll try to remember that.’

‘A good thing to practise in your line of work.’

The Colonel poured two-fi nger measures into the crystal, 

watching the light playing through the caramel-gold liquid. 

‘I was once stationed on the Skye Isle, some time ago, and 

became quite close with a young couple who had inherited a 

distillery. Every year they send me a bottle.’ There was more 
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behind the story he didn’t speak of, but he had no intention 

of taking it further than the twitch of a smile he couldn’t 

control. ‘And every year,’ the Colonel continued, passing one 

of the glasses to Pete, ‘my wife and I would have the fi rst drink 

together. It is a little tradition we have continued since we were 

married. This year, of course, we can’t be together and she has 

sent the bottle on.’

‘I’m sorry.’

‘It’s not all your fault.’ The old man raised the glass to his 

nose and swirled the liquid about. His soft eyes melted a little 

more. ‘She’s chosen to be rejuvenated. Do you know what that 

means?’

‘Yes.’ Pete decided he wouldn’t take a sip until the Colonel 

did. It was important for him to talk this through.

‘It means when I go back to her, she will effectively be forty 

years younger than me.’

‘Perhaps that’s not all bad?’

‘No, no … of course not. She was a beautiful woman at that 

age. A most beautiful woman.’ He sighed deeply. ‘She insists 

that nothing will change between us, that she will still be my 

wife, but …’

‘She is going to suddenly be a young woman with her life 

ahead of her.’

‘And I will be an old man with a life behind him.’

‘You could rejuvenate.’

‘I don’t think so.’ He shook his aged heavy head. ‘I don’t 

think I have it in me to be young again.’

Pete was silent. He found older minds harder to read, 

memories overlapped so much and the consciousness switched 
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between them almost without connection. The Colonel’s 

thoughts circled his options: divorcing his wife, or staying with 

her and growing older until he died, not being able to satisfy 

her. He could hardly blame her for wanting to live longer — 

most people wanted that. If only he did. Mixed with the present 

was his Serviceman life with all the horrors and victories he 

had been a part of.

‘You’re right. There really isn’t much to say.’ The Colonel 

bobbed his head until the thoughts passed, then lifted his glass 

slightly to meet with Pete’s own. ‘Here’s to a good drink then.’

For a long time they were silent, each appreciating the fi re 

of the drink and the associations brought by its taste. Pete had 

rarely experienced actual Scotch. The traditional distillery and 

fermentation drinks had been long ago replaced with synthetic 

reproductions that replaced the intoxicating effect of alcohol 

with a weak psychogenic or chemical manipulation. For him 

the taste was historical, like a museum or photographs, and he 

refl ected on humanity’s past. 

Pete couldn’t make sense of the Colonel’s past. ‘You think a 

lot like my father,’ he commented, perhaps to share an intimacy, 

the way the Colonel had with him.

‘I thought I told you to keep out of here,’ the old man said, 

tapping at his temple in mock reprimand.

‘I can’t help it. It’s like sound to me. I can’t close my ears either.’

The Colonel chuckled. I know, boy. I’m only teasing.

‘Hah! H—’

Don’t give the game away, the Colonel thought with alarm. 

I can’t project or anything, but I’m smart enough to assume 

you’re listening. That gives us one-way communication at least.
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Pete retracted and corrected, ‘You are a lot like my father.’

‘We would be of an age, I believe.’ Pete nodded to this. 

‘Services man, was he?’

‘Yes. All his life.’

‘How did he feel about you turning out atypical?’

‘He wasn’t too happy.’

‘And your sister. Doris, wasn’t it? Did he know about her?’

‘I won’t tell you her name and no, he passed before she 

showed any sign.’

‘Does my asking bother you?’ the Colonel inquired, somewhat 

gently though slightly rebuking. You know we still have no 

information on her. Are you sure you didn’t make her up?

‘Didn’t you get everything from my fi le?’

The Colonel nodded. ‘Of course, but I’ve never been one to 

think I know a man because I’ve read about him. Especially 

when the person in question has himself told me how easy it is 

to rewrite history.’

Pete could see the wisdom in this and submitted to the 

discussion. The Colonel doled out another fi nger for each of 

them.

‘Don’t get me wrong. I respect my father for what he was, 

and I understand what he did for me.’

‘Didn’t he have you taken to be tested?’

‘Yes.’

‘A good Services man.’

‘Yes, he was. I understand that he had no choice. In his mind, 

it was my duty to keep it from him, so I’m the one who failed.’

‘You can’t blame people for what they are. Their beliefs and 

reasoning are subject to the situation.’
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‘Exactly,’ Pete agreed, ‘but before they took me, he told me 

that if I could get through the testing, then I could get through 

life. He thought it would challenge me.’

‘Yes, fl y or fall,’ the Colonel said, stating the obvious, one of 

the clever adages Services were indoctrinated with.

‘I don’t hold with that principle.’

The Colonel shrugged. ‘There are twenty billion people on 

greater Earth. What philosophy do you follow?’

‘I haven’t fi gured that out yet,’ Pete admitted.

‘Your problem isn’t with the fi ght, it’s with the kill.’ The 

Colonel looked deeply at him, the calm watery pools inviting 

him in. It became clear to Pete now that the Colonel’s need for 

a drinking companion was attached to other motives. ‘In basic 

training they teach us that our fear of killing is greatly linked 

to our own fear of dying.’

‘What right have we to take another life?’

‘Rights are the constructs of our civilisation, lad. They come 

and go.’

‘And we should respect them, or we are just animals.’

‘Aye, as far as we can. What about the matter at hand 

though? Have you thought about what you will do if you 

succeed in tracking down this boy?’ Unless you’re planning on 

joining with him.

‘I haven’t thought about that yet. Or I have, but I don’t want 

killing him to be the only answer.’

‘It so often is though. Much as we like to deny it — with 

these clothes, and rights, and tech — we are only animals, and 

sometimes animals have to be put down.’

‘That’s a harsh way of looking at it.’
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‘It’s a harsh world.’

‘We don’t even know what he is.’

‘True enough, but we know some of what he is capable of.’

‘Capability is not a crime.’

‘I think I see where you stand, Pete. Thank you, I needed to 

know.’

‘You did, or Services did?’

‘There is no difference.’

‘And now we fi nd ourselves returned to where we started.’ 

Pete stared hard at the Colonel, who stared only into his glass, 

thinking about the past. ‘Anyway, I had presumed Tamsin will 

take over once we have found him.’

‘Yes. She will hide and then provoke him. Our fi rst move 

against an unfamiliar opponent is always a push, to see how he 

responds.’

‘You see, we start in opposition.’

‘Peter, what are you hoping for?’ Pinter put down his glass. 

‘You saw what he did at the school and the farm … to his 

parents. Are you hoping to reason with him?’

‘No, I just — I don’t understand him.’

The Colonel had no answer that would help, and Pete sat there 

limply. ‘I think it is time we called it a night,’ Pinter suggested.

Pete could see the Colonel wasn’t as bothered by the 

discussion as he was, and this only angered him more. ‘Yes. 

Alright. Goodnight, Colonel.’

‘Goodnight, Pete.’ And think about what I said.

When pollution and climate change deformed the planet to a 

state where humans could hardly breathe without apparatus 
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and the weather turned vicious, giant arches and cupolas 

of translucent plastic were hastily erected over buildings, 

communities and cities, and eventually grew into the greater 

domes that covered a continuous portion of the Eurasia 

continent, extending as close as is feasible to the Siberian 

Terminus and south toward the equator, to where the elevator 

rose into the stratosphere, a taut cable taking the intrepid and 

the desperate to the fi rst staging point of their journeys.

Civilisation builds on the past, and this was especially true 

for the Dome. Now, as the world was becoming breathable 

again, the tops of the domes were becoming the new fashionable 

locales for people to experience a natural breeze, with fi ne-

weather cafés and eateries appearing in the more sheltered 

crevices and nooks, following the pattern of the resilient and 

adventurous fl ora that had also begun to colonise this new 

level.

Squib traffi c was kept to a minimum under the Dome, to 

protect the preservation area; just Services vehicles and the odd 

exception. Most transport was conducted by train, sky-rail and 

ground vehicles. It was never entirely dark in the Dome. The 

light of the cities below was bent and refl ected so there was 

always a dulling of complete dark.

They’d left the west coast at dawn and been in the air for 

about an hour when, all of a sudden, the cabin bristled with 

alert silence. The armsmen in the rear paused their chatting 

and weapons checks and straightened their backs. The Colonel 

and Geof closed their eyes while Tamsin stared straight ahead 

at nothing.

‘Geof, what is happening?’ Pete whispered.
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‘We’re getting orders, Pete. We have movement on a possible 

target.’

‘Pierre?’

‘It looks like it. We’re tracking a siphon slow-cruising 

through trad-Paris. We have surveillance gaps and people 

breaking off from the Weave.’

‘So soon.’ Pete breathed out. ‘What’s he doing here?’

‘We don’t know it’s him yet, Pete. It could be a hakka.’

Maybe he’s just after information, Tamsin thought.

What sort?

It doesn’t matter. Don’t you see? Pierre has been travelling 

the world brain-tapping in a pattern we can’t identify. It could 

be he’s just scouting.

Learning? Pete suggested.

Exactly. We have been telling ourselves not to think of 

him as a kid, even though he is. Not like any other, of course, 

and we can learn little from matching childlike behaviour 

to him. But doesn’t it seem that he’s simply fi nding his way 

around?

‘Black limousine, matched to the siphon pattern. Check your 

symbs for visual,’ Geof reported.

Geof routed the available surveillance, and Pete and Tamsin 

watched an innocent-looking limo-style hover fl oat through the 

metropolitan streets silently like a shadow, windows dark and 

impenetrable.

‘Nothing else, Geof?’ the Colonel asked.

‘This is my best guess.’ Take it or leave it.

Pinter chuckled slightly. ‘Okay, let’s not change the 

surveillance pattern. We don’t want to tip him off, but if you 
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can keep it monitored that’d be great. Let’s get a little closer, 

shall we?’

Tamsin took a stern breath, sucking strength into herself. 

I’ll go under now. Is there anything else before we go in?

What are you going to do?

I’ll do what I have to, Pete.

The rest of the squib was fi lled with clicks and twists 

of preparation. Pete and Tamsin just stared at each other, 

fathoming silently.

I wish I’d learnt that trick of yours by now.

It’s hard to teach an old dog, Pete. Luck to us.

Pete looked directly into her eyes as Tamsin’s mind 

disappeared from him. Visually nothing altered — her eyes 

glistened and her smile kooked at the side — but he felt the 

disconnect as if a canyon now ran between them.

‘Colonel, what are the orders?’ she asked, just a voice and a 

face again.

‘Trap and subdue. We’ll try taking him alive fi rst. Ozenbach, 

you’re on co-ord. The strat-mat will be piping to you when it’s 

complete. Pete, you and … Pete?’

‘Colonel?’

‘You and Tamsin are up fi rst. Get close, look him over. 

Do not let him have any warning and do not try to stop him 

yourself. Tamsin knows the drill, so let her work. Your job is to 

watch and let us know when to jump in. Do you understand?’

‘Yes, Colonel.’

‘When do we jump in?’

‘When I say to,’ Pete replied.

‘At what point will you give the order?’
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‘I don’t know.’

‘Then you don’t understand. Don’t say you do. Tamsin has 

sixty seconds to cripple him. We go in at precisely sixty-one 

seconds, or earlier if you tell us.’

Pete stretched his mind out toward the sharp-eyed woman 

opposite. What are you going to do to him?

She didn’t answer. Tamsin was closed, mask up. She smiled 

at him like a mannequin. White, clinical, a refi ned expression.

Pete: This happened faster than I thought.

Geof: What did? The operation? How long did you think it 

would take to fi nd him?

Pete: I don’t know.

What happens to me after this? They won’t let me go.

Tamsin turned to focus on him. You become like me, or you 

go to the islands.

They landed an estimated ten minutes ahead of the target. Pete 

and Tamsin separated, keeping their locations and plans secret in 

case one of them was compromised. Tamsin had hidden herself 

in mind and body, but he presumed she was close, ready to strike.

Pete stood by a light pole near the kerb and gazed down the 

street until he saw the silver and black nose come into view. 

He watched an overhead view of the approaching vehicle and a 

numerical countdown of disappearing metres.

A silence surrounded it. The pedestrians paused as it passed, 

their steps hovering until they were out of reach. The closer it 

came, the more he could hear that interruption to the buzz of 

activity. It drifted closer and closer, pausing the pedestrian fl ow 

like a blood clot.
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It was an expensive model, stretched and elegant, with 

chrome edging and grilles wrapping beneath. It was raised 

a foot from the ground, gliding, it seemed, like a cloud. The 

windows were in a classic two-part halving, tinted and opaque. 

Pete could hardly believe that the boy might be inside.

Pierre … 

Pierre felt the call just before an invisible force squeezed the car 

inward on each side. He reacted immediately by pushing back 

and keeping the metal walls from crushing him. He tilted his 

head to look at his mother. She was broken and leaking fl uid.

Gail Pembroke gasped at the pain. The boy beside her fl oated 

away from the seat while she tumbled to the fl oor as it folded 

and opened. She could hardly react as the metal and plastic 

masticated her toes and the pain crushed her from above.

Pete saw the limousine lurch into the air and compact inward; 

Tamsin’s attack, he presumed. The movement stopped just as 

suddenly, and the limo tilted forward until it stood on its nose.

Everything in sight lurched. Plate-glass windows bulged 

and exploded onto the street, announcing the cacophony that 

followed. Parked vehicles juddered toward the limo as if tugged 

by strings, then crumpled and lifted to create a wall around it.

Pete didn’t know if this was part of the attack or not, 

but ran forward, probing with his mind for any sign of 

Pierre or Tamsin. Around him the ground simmered before 

cracking and lifting skyward. Light posts and street furniture 

twisted and dismembered themselves, adding to the growing 

mass of the manifestation.
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For a moment the hillock cringed before stretching into a 

vague anthropomorphic form. It grew and grew, compounding 

itself with everything in range of its suck. The monster spawned 

tentacles that careened through the surrounding buildings, 

creating more debris to feed itself until it stood tall above the 

rooftops.

Like a cyclone the golem grew. Walls, squibs, bots and 

humans. Everything was pulled into the skin, still clutching 

and writhing with refl ex.

The maelstrom kicked forward, swinging its heavy legs out, 

knocking the walls of the Tuileries as it came straight toward 

him.

Pete: Geof?

From the moment the limousine came in sight of the team, a 

data hole erupted in the centre of metropolitan Europe. Services 

was blind. Geof kicked the table he was at, scattering his snacks 

to the ground. ‘One minute until satellite, Colonel.’ In the 

meantime Geof scanned for any feed coming from the zone.

The satellite image came on, showing an explosion of dust 

rising upward from the ground.

‘What is that?’

‘I have no idea, Colonel.’

‘It looks like a volcano.’

‘Colonel, what’s the reaction strategy for this sequence?’

Pinter had been monitoring the operation through wall 

screens that were now black and static. The view from above 

showed the roof of the Dome and a growing brown mist 

spreading along the Rue de Rivoli.
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‘That is not a resolution you will be happy with, Geof. We 

need to know what is happening down there and fast.’

‘The satellite image is no good, Colonel. They’re under the 

domes. We need something in there with working optics.’

‘Find something, Geof.’

Pete, he thought to himself. You are on your own.

As the monster trampled and assimilated everything in its path, 

Pete wondered if this was the sort of reaction the Colonel had 

expected. The body of the limousine was sucked upward and 

inside, shielded under the growing layers of fl attened debris. 

Even the paving stones fl ew up to add themselves to the mass 

of the golem rushing forward, sand and grit falling in ragged 

fl ows.

Pete felt a hand around his neck that transformed quickly 

into a shackle of unbreakable air lifting him up. He choked 

and gagged under the hold. Attempts to grab at his invisible 

noose resulted only in his arms fl amboyantly fl ailing about, 

fi nding no purchase on the grip Pierre had on him. His body 

felt hot and was covered with a tingle of small pains as blood 

vessels popped in his cheeks and eyes.

Floating and struggling, a peace encased him, gravity 

relinquished his weight and silence wrapped around him like 

wool. Even the alarmed heartbeat in his ears faded to nothing. 

He stared forward, his last vision the ill-constructed torso of 

aggressive collage that was the golem. Pete was intoxicated by 

a calm he couldn’t explain.

The vision changed. The golem’s shell cracked and opened 

up, petal by petal as a fl ower to the sun, until he was staring at 
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the unnaturally intelligent face of a young boy. He felt his mind 

absorbed by a wave passing through him. 

It was a strange face for so many reasons. The visage was 

serene and nonplussed, the eyes dark and shadowed as if 

the child hadn’t slept for his entire life. He’d never seen such 

understanding in the face of a boy so young. The skull was too 

big, with only a light scattering of wispy mouse-brown hair 

that couldn’t cover the tiger lines of his stretch marks.

The child made no move and Pete could only stare, held in 

place to the millimetre, enraptured. He knew he wasn’t dead 

when the pain began.

The eyes.

The eyes are staring into me … They do not blink.

He is not one like the rest of us. He goes on and reaches 

beyond the one.

Unblinking hazel eyes. Not unkind. Not curious.

The infi nite through the one. The parasite has taken hold in 

this boy.

How long have I been in this darkness? I wonder if I’ve even 

been born yet. Yet … I must have lived to know such terms. 

There is only that staring darkness. The unblinking void.

He dissolved.

For a moment he was fl oating in the ocean. A tugging of blue 

and piercing refl ections.

He was a different man than he had been before the blackout. 

He didn’t know how he even came to be this way. Piece by 
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piece he remembered who he had been. This memory connected 

to that one. Some experiences were lost to him. Or were as 

unsortable as sand. Smells and sounds just couldn’t be placed. 

He had visions of places he couldn’t remember visiting. These 

illusions were left to disappear.

As he lazed in half-consciousness, unsure if he existed or not, 

Pete had many nightmares.

He stared up into the eyes of the woman straddling him. 

Why do you want to destroy everything?

Things have to change. I want things to change.

There will be a war. A war like we haven’t seen before.

Yes. But we’ll win, Pete. We have to. How long can we go 

on living like this?

‘Oh, let me go, let me go.’ He moaned and tried to push her 

off him. She tightened her legs and beat back his hands.

You want this too.

I don’t.

Don’t forget I can see inside your head.

Pete woke up feeling chewed and as if he was staring out from 

the dark inside of some creature’s mouth. His eyelids forced 

themselves up, the light cutting shafts through his lashes. He 

wanted to cling to the shafts, drag his way free through them, 

but they were ethereal and he even more so.

This dream version of reality reluctantly popped, and he 

was able to open his eyes fully and twist his head to look at the 

window that was administering the light. Thin curtains hung 
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open, waiting for something to happen. Pete suddenly longed 

for the touch of a breeze, cool water on his skin.

He laughed a single syllable, a gulp of humour before his 

rickety chest complained about the movement. He really hadn’t 

expected to ever wake up again, and his worldview had to 

adjust to the idea.

There were two things he became aware of fi rst: the light fi ltering 

through his eyelids and the persistent call of the symb on his 

arm. It gently repeated his name to him until he acknowledged it.

Pete: I’m here. I’m okay … 

Then he fell under once more.

He woke to the trim of an air razor skimming over his cheek, 

each revealed strip colder at the touch of fresh air. His mind 

leapt up, a painful throb that nearly made him fall back under, 

but he stretched enough to fi nd it was just a nurse doing her job 

effi ciently, grooming the coma patient again.

Light spilt into his eyes as he forced them open, a cathedral 

almost too bright to behold.

She seemed a woman effi cient in every area of her life. 

Hello.

Her eyes fl icked to his.

Don’t be frightened. And please, continue. In fact, cut it all 

off. Please.

She squeezed the razor back to speed and released her gaze. 

There’s no need for that, Mister Lazarus. You have friends 

around you here. And you’ll have to tell me out loud.

‘Can you please cut it all off?’
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‘Are you sure?’

‘Yes.’

She proceeded to trim around his scalp until it was only pale 

unripe skin.

Friends?

Friends they don’t know about.

Thank you. How long have I been sleeping?

Two days.

She completed the job and rested his head back onto the 

pillow. ‘A doctor will be with you soon.’

She faded from his reach at fi fteen paces and he faded too.

He knew they were there, the symb had warned him, and he 

peeked through its sensors. Colonel Pinter and Geof had taken 

seats on either side of his bed, waiting patiently. Geof was, of 

course, fi ddling with data, and the Colonel, well, the Colonel 

seemed distracted.

‘I’m awake.’

They both stood. 

‘How are you feeling?’ Geof asked.

‘I can hardly feel anything.’

‘You’re being medicated heavily. Maximums all the way.’

‘Am I that bad?’

‘Well,’ said Geof, peering down at him, ‘from the little I 

can see through your bandages, I’d have to say yes. But the 

prognosis is positive.’

Pete nodded and felt woozy. The Colonel hadn’t said 

anything yet. ‘So, what happened? What went wrong?’ How 

am I still alive?
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‘We’re piecing it together,’ Geof answered. ‘By the time we 

arrived, he was gone. There was just a crater of rubble and 

twitching bodies like yours.’

Though it hurt his skull, Pete stretched toward Geof’s mind 

and caught a glimpse of the scene — road torn through to the 

catacombs below, buildings caved in or fl attened, the random 

jerk of a bloodied limb.

‘He just left?’

‘We didn’t fi nd him.’

‘And you couldn’t track him?’

‘All we had left was a satellite that was peering through the 

Dome. Services was blind for a bit there.’

‘What do you remember?’ the Colonel asked gently. 

‘Obviously we’re going to need your full account when you’re 

rested and off the medication, but for now anything you can 

relate would be helpful.’

‘Did Tamsin make it?’

‘She’s well. Bruised and scraped but alive,’ Geof answered.

‘What happened to her attack?’

‘Why don’t you tell us what you saw fi rst?’

‘Okay.’ Pete took a deeper breath, closed his eyes and pushed 

back to when he was standing on the street corner. ‘I remember 

the limousine had just come into sight and then … I was lifted 

up.’ His head protested, as if the memories were sharp grains 

scraping at his brain. ‘I can’t remember after that.’

‘We lost comms at about the same time. Every eye we had 

on the scene went dead.’ Geof was making an effort to make 

his thoughts obvious, repeating over and over that Pete and 

Tamsin were both under suspicion of tipping Pierre off.
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Pete groaned. That’s ridiculous.

‘Do you remember anything else, Mister Lazarus?’ Pinter 

spoke up, prompted from above.

‘I saw him.’ Pete’s head throbbed. ‘He held me up and — 

ahhrr!’ He lifted his hands to his temples. Inside all he saw 

were those pale hazel eyes boring into him. He blacked out.

‘Look at you. More bruise than man.’

‘Hello, Tamsin.’ You’re not looking that much better 

yourself. Her exposed skin was raked red with lines.

‘Mister Lazarus.’ Pete.

‘What happened to you? You were meant to strike.’

‘I did, but he was too fast … As soon as it began, I got 

knocked out and was sucked into the mess.’

And yet somehow you lived. ‘So, do you believe in him 

now?’

‘I guess I have to.’ Do you? We witnessed the manifestation 

of Pierre Jnr, and the world will be changed by it. ‘Well, at the 

least, we can say that we gained one useful piece of knowledge 

from this assignment.’ 

Pete itched all over and his own pulse sent missives of pain 

throughout his body. He hadn’t as yet discovered any positives 

to the situation. ‘That is?’

‘Pierre may now know everything you do, which means 

he might adjust his plans to whatever was in your head. Even 

knowing what he knows gives you something.’

Pete grunted. Which means he knows about you. 

Yes. ‘Hey, it may not be much, but it’s more than we had to 

go on before.’ I’m leaving.
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‘True.’ I’m not surprised.

‘Don’t be like that, Pete. It’s not all bad.’ Please don’t think 

of me like that. ‘You’re still alive. You’ve seen the face of the 

enemy now.’ That’s what you wanted.

‘Yes.’

Did he scare you off?

Clearly I’m not the only one.

If we have a chance, Pete, our only chance is to split up. I 

can’t know what you’re doing, and I can’t have you knowing 

what I’m up to.

Is that really your reason?

You still don’t trust me? She leant close to him, her hair 

falling forward to encircle his face, and she placed her lips on 

his. He was surprised at their warmth. Breaking off, Tamsin 

straightened and looked down at him. ‘I’ll come by and see you 

again tomorrow. If they’ll let me.’ Goodbye, Pete.

‘I’ll be here.’

As Tamsin walked down the corridor, watching the repetitive 

tiles of linoleum passing beneath her stride, a young boy took 

her hand and began walking beside her. Who is this boy?

She smiled at him, and he smiled back at her. ‘Am I your 

mother now?’

‘Yes, and now we must hide, until it is time.’

‘I love you, Pierre.’

‘I love you too, Mother.’
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